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1 Introduction 
 

Political polarisation in the U.S. has been on the rise and the ideological and partisan 

divide is now deeper than “at any point in the last two decades” (Pew Research Center, 

2014). Republicans have shifted to the right and Democrats to the left and the centrists 

have become a minority. In addition to the American public having become more 

polarised, ideological and partisan lines have become increasingly uniform: 

Republicans have shifted to the right and Democrats to the left and centrists have 

become a minority (Doherty, 2014). The polarisation is evident in the political climate 

of the U.S. and has led to increased antipathy between Republicans and Democrats 

(Pew Research Center, 2014) and compromised the functioning of the government as 

the U.S. Congress, for example, has struggled and often ended up in gridlock rather 

than successfully producing legislation.  

Many theories have been proposed for this divide in the American society. One 

of the first most notable and influential theories has perhaps been the culture wars 

theory proposed by James Davison Hunter. According to Hunter (1991), America has 

been split into two, the red (Republican) and the blue (Democrat) Americas, and that 

this values-based division is “rooted in different systems of moral understanding” 

(Hunter, 1991, p. 42). Hunter’s theory received a great deal of attention from 

politicians to fellow scholars after its publication. Pat Buchanan, a political 

commentator, gave a speech in the 1992 Republican National Convention about 

culture wars and famously stated that “[t]here is a religious war going on in our country 

for the soul of America. It is a cultural war, as critical to the kind of nation we will one 

day be as was the Cold War itself.” (Buchanan, 1992). In academic circles Hunter’s 

theory has garnered support (e.g. Barone, 2001) as well as disagreement (e.g. Fiorina 

& al., 2010), but regardless of what one thinks about the theory, it has significantly 

shaped the way U.S. politics is understood (Degani, 2015).  

Another influential theory that attempts to account for the polarised atmosphere 

in politics is the so-called moral politics theory proposed by George Lakoff and rooted 

in conceptual metaphor theory. Even though Lakoff does not explicitly refer to Hunter 

or the culture wars in his theory, it is clear that he is ultimately participating in the 

same discussion about the deep lines of division in the American society and, similarly 
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to Hunter, Lakoff argues that the division in the American society can be explained by 

fundamental moral differences. Lakoff’s (1996/2002) central argument is that the 

differences between conservatives and liberals boil down to fundamental differences 

in their conceptualisations of morality. By utilising the conceptual metaphor theory, 

Lakoff constructs two family-based moral models, the Strict Father model and the 

Nurturant Parent model, to account for the moral differences between conservatives 

and liberals. 

Lakoff’s theory has received attention in both political and academic circles. 

Research regarding the theory has concentrated on looking for evidence of the models 

in real world politics. The main area of political discourse to have been researched in 

terms of the theory is political speech. In addition to analysing the role of the models 

in underlying politicians’ reasoning, a central debate in the literature concerns the 

method that should be used to search for evidence: researchers have aimed to develop 

a method to find instances of speech that convey reasoning based on Lakoff’s models. 

Thus, the aim of this paper is two-fold. First, it aims to develop a new method 

for identifying family model-based reasoning. Second, the method is applied with the 

aim of examining whether reasoning based on Lakoff’s models can be identified in the 

language used by Republican and Democratic presidential candidates in the recent 

past. Thus, the corpus under analysis in this study consists of the nomination 

acceptance addresses given by the candidates and the televised presidential debates 

held between the candidates in the six U.S. presidential elections between 1996 and 

2016. 

The paper is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 2 will introduce the 

theoretical background of the current study and discuss conceptual metaphor theory, 

metaphor in political discourse, the moral politics theory, and genres of political 

campaign discourse and present the specific research questions this paper aims to 

address. Chapter 3 describes the corpus analysed in this study and chapter 4 presents 

and illustrates the method applied to the corpus. The results of this paper are presented 

in chapter 5 and the main findings are discussed further in chapter 6. The paper 

concludes with chapter 7, which includes a brief summary of the main findings and 

some suggestions for future research. 
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2 Theoretical Background 
 
This chapter is divided into five subchapters. Section 2.1 introduced the conceptual 

metaphor theory, which is the foundation for Lakoff’s moral politics theory. Before 

turning to the moral politics theory in section 2.3, section 2.2 discusses the role 

metaphor plays in political discourse. Section 2.4 introduces the genres of nomination 

acceptance addresses and presidential debates and discusses why data from these 

genres are well-suited for this study. Finally, section 2.5 contextualises this paper in 

relation to previous studies and defines the specific research questions this paper aims 

to answer. 

 

2.1 Conceptual Metaphor Theory 
In the traditional view, metaphor is considered simply as “a device of the poetic 

imagination and the rhetorical flourish” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980/2003, p. 1). In this 

view, metaphor is only used as decoration or an ornament for rhetorical effect by 

comparing one thing to another, typically in an X is (like) Y formulation, e.g. “you are 

the sun”. The traditional view of metaphor has been challenged by the cognitive 

linguistic approach to metaphor, the conceptual metaphor theory (CMT), which was 

first broadly articulated in Lakoff and Johnson’s pioneering book Metaphors We Live 

By (1980/2003). In stark contrast to the traditionalist view of metaphor merely being 

decorative language, Lakoff and Johnson’s central argument is that metaphor is not 

just a matter of language, but a matter of thought: “The essence of metaphor is 

understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another” (Lakoff & 

Johnson, 1980/2003, p. 5).  They argue that metaphors are at the centre of our 

conceptual system and pervasive in everyday life. In short, according to the CMT, 

metaphors do not just exist on the level of language, but play a key role in human 

cognition and structure the ways we think and act. 

 In CMT, metaphor is defined as understanding one concept or conceptual 

domain in terms of another (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980/2003, p. 5), in which a conceptual 

domain is “any coherent organization of experience” (Kövecses & Benczes, 2010, p. 

25). A conceptual metaphor is made up of two conceptual domains termed a source 

domain and a target domain. The conventional way of presenting conceptual domains 

and metaphors in text is in small capitals. Accordingly, conceptual metaphors are 
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formulated as CONCEPTUAL DOMAIN A IS CONCEPTUAL DOMAIN B, where CONCEPTUAL 

DOMAIN A is the target domain and CONCEPTUAL DOMAIN B the source domain. For 

example, in the conceptual metaphor ARGUMENT IS WAR, ARGUMENT is the target 

domain and WAR is the source domain. The process of understanding the target domain 

in terms of the source domain involves mapping qualities of the source domain onto 

the target domain. To use the same example, the conceptual domain ARGUMENT 

represents the target domain and the conceptual domain WAR the source domain of the 

metaphor. In this metaphor ARGUMENT is conceptualised in terms of WAR and qualities 

of the source domain (WAR) are mapped onto the target domain (ARGUMENT). The 

mapping process then results in understanding ARGUMENT in terms of WAR.  

 Conceptual metaphors do not just dictate the way the concepts are talked about 

but the ways in which they are thought about. According to CMT, our conceptual 

system is largely metaphoric, meaning that we tend to relate concepts with each other 

and use our understanding of one concept to understand and reason about another 

concept. These metaphorical links in the human conceptual system mean that metaphor 

structures the ways we think about things. In other words, when the ARGUMENT IS WAR 

metaphor is applied to reasoning about the concept of ARGUMENT, we apply our 

knowledge of the concept of WAR to understand and reason about arguments and 

arguing.  

The way concepts are structured and organised in our conceptual system in turn 

guides the way we act. In the case of ARGUMENT IS WAR, the metaphor leads to a 

specific way of conceptualising arguments and the act of arguing, on which not only 

people’s thinking but also their actions are based. The parties of an argument are seen 

as actual opponents, arguments can actually be won or lost, one actually defends one’s 

own arguments and actually attacks the other party’s arguments (Lakoff & Johnson, 

1980/2003, p. 4). Lakoff and Johnson (1980/2003, p. 4) emphasise this point by 

considering a scenario where ARGUMENT was understood and reasoned about in terms 

of DANCE: the participants of an argument would be considered partners and arguing 

would be a form of co-operative activity. This type of conceptualisation of ARGUMENT 

would lead to arguing being a very different kind of activity than arguing based on the 

ARGUMENT IS WAR metaphor. Our concepts and the often metaphorical way they are 

structured thus form a type of blueprint for our reasoning about them and our actions 

related to them. 
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Conceptual metaphors are especially prominent when it comes to abstract 

concepts as they are typically processed by employing metaphors. Abstract concepts 

tend to be conceptualised in terms of more familiar or concrete concepts, which 

translates into the tendency of target domains of metaphors being abstract and the 

source domains concrete. This is also true for the example case of ARGUMENT IS WAR. 

The target domain ARGUMENT is a relatively abstract concept to do with human 

interaction with no concrete or tangible representation, while the source domain WAR 

represents a more substantial process involving physical activity (e.g. the two 

opponents attacking one another). This example illustrates how metaphor is thus 

central to abstract language.  

Most conceptual metaphors are grounded in physical experience and map a 

concrete conceptual domain onto an abstract one (Deignan, 2005, p. 19).  Lakoff and 

Johnson (1980/2003) divide conceptual metaphors into three types, which draw from 

the physical experience in different ways. First, structural metaphors, like the 

ARGUMENT IS WAR metaphor, are metaphors in which the target domain is structured 

in terms of the source domain. As discussed in detail previously, here the source 

domain commonly represents a conceptual domain to do with a physical experience 

which is used to reason about the more abstract target domain.  

The second type are orientational metaphors, which do not only structure 

individual concepts in terms of another, but structure whole sets of concepts in terms 

of others (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980/2003, p. 14). These systems of metaphors are 

referred to as orientational as they typically relate to spatial orientations such as in-

out, up-down, central-peripheral, et cetera. The orientational basis of these metaphor 

systems is not arbitrary, but closely connected to the physical, bodily reality of human 

beings. Consider for example the orientational metaphor pair of HAPPY IS UP and SAD 

IS DOWN. These metaphors are realised in metaphorical expressions such as: “I’m 

feeling up. That boosted my spirits. My spirits rose. You’re in high spirits.” and “I’m 

feeling down. He’s really low these days. I fell into a depression. My spirits sank.” 

(examples from Lakoff & Johnson (1980/2003, p. 15)). The connection between the 

concept of HAPPY and upwards orientation can be traced to the human body: when one 

is satisfied and content, one keeps an upright posture. The opposite applies for SAD IS 

DOWN: when one is unhappy and miserable, one’s posture tends to be sagged.  

Third, ontological metaphors refer to entities or substances for source domains 

(Lakoff & Johnson, 1980/2003, p. 25). Via ontological metaphors, boundless and 
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abstract concepts such as emotions, ideas, and events can be perceived as uniform 

entities and substances. While ontological metaphors do not structure concepts in quite 

as a detailed manner as structural metaphors do, they function to “give a new 

ontological status to general categories of abstract target concepts and to bring about 

new abstract entities” (Kövecses & Benczes, 2010, p. 59). In other words, ontological 

metaphors function to give body to abstract concepts so that they can be referred to, 

categorised, grouped, quantified, and reasoned about (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980/2003, 

p. 24-25). Kövecses and Benczes (2010, p. 60) provide a comprehensive account of 

typical ontological metaphors, which is quoted in Table 1. 

Table 1. Types of ontological metaphors (after Kövecses & Benczes, 2010) 

Source Domain  Target Domains 

PHYSICAL OBJECT Þ NONPHYSICAL OR ABSTRACT ENTITIES (e.g. the mind) 

Þ EVENTS (e.g. going to the race), ACTIONS (e.g. giving someone a call) 

SUBSTANCE Þ ACTIVITIES (e.g. a lot of running in the game) 

CONTAINER Þ UNDELINEATED PHYSICAL OBJECTS (e.g. a clearing in the forest) 

Þ PHYSICAL AND NONPHYSICAL SURFACES (e.g. land areas, the visual 

field) 

Þ STATES (e.g. in love) 

 

Metaphor is a powerful tool for communicating ideologies. As has been 

discussed in the previous, metaphor essentially means that one conceptual domain (the 

source domain) is used as a frame of reference for another conceptual domain (the 

target domain), which then results in attributing qualities of the source domain to the 

target domain, thus constructing the target domain in terms of the source domain. As 

the bridge between the two concepts is necessarily incomplete – the two concepts are 

not the same concept, but only share some characteristics that make the comparison or 

link meaningful – the metaphor does not portray its topic precisely, but highlights some 

of its qualities while hiding others. Consider the example case of ARGUMENT IS WAR. 

The comparison between ARGUMENT and WAR highlights the similarities between the 

two concepts, but the metaphor disables us from considering the qualities of 

ARGUMENT that are incompatible with the concept of WAR (Lakoff & Johnson, 

1980/2003, p. 10).  

I will discuss metaphor’s potential as a tool of ideology in more detail in the 

next section, where I discuss its role in political discourse. I will also offer a brief 
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overview of the type of research that has been conducted in the crossroads of metaphor 

and politics. 

 

2.2 Metaphor in Political Discourse 
Metaphor is a central element in political discourse. CMT considers metaphor 

pervasive in everyday life, especially in human thought relating to abstract concepts 

as previously discussed (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980/2003). Because politics at its core is 

fundamentally human interaction and largely to do with human action, concepts related 

to it often lack a concrete representation. This is demonstrated by often talked-about 

issues in politics, such as freedom, inequality, and justice. The abstractness of politics 

translates into a higher likelihood of metaphorical reasoning being used: “[t]he more 

abstract, complex, or unfamiliar the topic, the more likely metaphorical reasoning will 

be employed.” (Bougher, 2012, p. 4). Political discourse is thus especially prone to 

metaphor and metaphoric reasoning and is potentially a “metaphor minefield” 

(Wehling, 2013, p. 66). 

The abstractness of political concepts and the need for metaphoric reasoning 

about them is evident and well-illustrated in the oftentimes metaphorical character of 

theories in political philosophy. Consider, for example, the well-known theoretical 

concept of the ‘veil of ignorance’. The idea of the veil of ignorance was thought up by 

the political philosopher John Rawls to concretise the intangible issue of justness 

(Rawls, 1971). Rawls conceptualised justice as fairness and aimed to form a just 

society by constructing a hypothetical situation in which people would determine the 

ideal society separated from society by a barrier, which he termed the veil of ignorance. 

In this original position, the veil of ignorance would deprive them of knowledge of 

matters that would affect or bias their idea of a just society: their social status, gender, 

particular abilities, and position in society, for example. Rawls argues that in this state 

people would determine the fairest, and thus the most just, possible society as they are 

free of the knowledge of their position in society. The term veil of ignorance and 

Rawls’ theory overall strongly relies on a conceptual metaphor knowing is seeing, as 

the knowledge of one’s place is society is blocked by a visual barrier. 

It is not only people with expert knowledge, such as political theorists, who 

utilise metaphor in order to make sense of society and politics, but the same applies to 

all people, as the abstractness and complexity of politics often translates into people 
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having difficulty understanding political issues. In order to think and talk about 

political issues and make them meaningful, people use metaphor to reason about 

politics in terms of more concrete or familiar concepts. According to Bougher (2012, 

p. 1), “[m]etaphor as a cognitive mechanism enables citizens to make sense of the 

political world by drawing from previous knowledge and experience in non-political 

domains.” In other words, via metaphor, citizens are able to utilise their knowledge in 

other areas of life to reason about politics. A key role of metaphor in politics is thus to 

function as an information-processing tool (Mio, 1997).  

In addition to this function, metaphors are also tools for political persuasion 

and manipulation due to their previously discussed highlighting-while-hiding quality 

(Mio, 1997).  Paivio describes metaphor as a solar eclipse: “[i]t hides the object of 

study and at the same time reveals some of its most salient and interesting 

characteristics when viewed through the right telescope” (Paivio, 1980, p. 150). 

Paivio’s notion emphasises the idea that employing metaphor is never neutral, as it 

necessarily portrays the thing being talked about in terms of something else and in the 

process highlights some things and hides others. This tendency takes on an important 

role in political discourse, as politics is an area of life where the way in which things, 

or in this case, political issues, are portrayed affects people’s opinions about them and 

as a result, carries important consequences for people’s political decision-making and 

action. As Lakoff and Johnson (1980/2003) put it, metaphors “can have the power to 

define reality” (p. 157). By choosing a specific type of metaphor to portray, or frame, 

an issue, political actors can have control over the way a political issue is perceived by 

citizens and the way public discourse is shaped (Chong, 1993, p. 870; Burgers et al., 

2012). 

In addition to highlighting certain aspects of a concept and hiding others, 

metaphors may alter the picture they present of their subject matter through 

oversimplification (Deignan, 2005, p. 23). Deignan presents the LIFE IS A MEANINGFUL 

JOURNEY metaphor as an example, arguing that the comparison between LIFE and 

JOURNEY greatly simplifies the complex reality of human life. While metaphor’s ability 

to function as a tool of packaging ideas into easily understandable forms can be helpful 

in communicating and comprehending abstract concepts, it can result in the loss of 

important nuances. The loss of nuances can be exploited in politics by framing an issue 

metaphorically so that details important to the opposing views are “faded out”. 
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As metaphor structures thinking, it does not only have consequences for the 

kind of language people use, but the way people reason about things leads to them 

acting based on these structures. Thus, the way political issues are framed does not 

only affect the way people talk about the issues, but also how people think about them 

and act on them. Thibodeau and Boroditsky (2011), for example, found that in addition 

to metaphorical framing of an issue affecting people’s thinking, it also affects what 

kind of solutions people develop for them. Thibodeau and Boroditsky (2011) examined 

whether different metaphors about crime would influence how people reason about 

crime and whether those effects would consequently affect the solutions they proposed 

for the crime problem. They found that even a subtle metaphorical reference can have 

a potent effect on the solutions people propose in response to social issues. Metaphors 

affect reasoning because they “implicitly instantiate a representation of the problem in 

a way that steers us to a particular solution” (Thibodeau & Boroditsky, 2013, p. 7). In 

addition, metaphor also influences what people consider as the best solution 

(Thibodeau & Boroditsky, 2013). The differences in opinion caused by different 

metaphorical framings can be greater than those between Democrats and Republicans, 

which further goes to show the strength of their influence (Thibodeau & Boroditsky, 

2011, p. 10).  

A final note on metaphor’s importance in political discourse is its implicit 

nature. Thibodeau and Boroditsky’s studies (2011, 2013, 2015) have found that even 

though metaphor plays a key role in people’s ability to grasp political issues and 

greatly affects their political opinions, metaphor’s influence on reasoning is largely 

covert. For example, the participants of the study by Thibodeau and Boroditsky (2011) 

were given one of two reports about social policy on crime, both of which used 

different type of metaphors to frame crime. After reading them, the participants were 

asked about their opinions on the issue. Even though the different metaphorical 

framings used in the two reports clearly elicited different political opinions depending 

on the report the participant had read, upon asking to identify the most influential part 

of the reading, only a minority of them identified the metaphor as influencing their 

decision. 

I will now turn to a more specific application of metaphor in the sphere of 

politics and political discourse, George Lakoff’s moral politics theory, which he 

applies to account for differences not only in the discourse forms of conservatives and 

liberals, but for differences in their worldviews. 
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2.3 Moral Politics Theory 
In his book Moral Politics: How Conservatives and Liberals Think (1996/2002), 

Lakoff constructs a theory to account for the distinctly different worldviews of 

conservatives and liberals. The central argument of his theory is that both 

conservatives and liberals conceptualise society in terms family, and that the 

fundamental differences between conservatives and liberals can be traced to different 

underlying family-based models of morality: the Strict Father (SF) model for 

conservatives and the Nurturant Parent (NP) model for liberals. In this paper I refer to 

Lakoff’s theory as moral politics theory (MPT). 

Before discussing MPT in detail, it is necessary to note that while political 

polarisation is a reality in the U.S. and the ideological and partisan lines are 

increasingly the one and the same (Doherty, 2014), Republican is not fully 

synonymous with conservative and Democrat is not fully synonymous with liberal. In 

reality, the ideological spectrum is more complicated and there is overlap as some left-

wing Republicans could be considered more liberal than some right-wing Democrats 

and vice versa. Furthermore, the position of an individual on the liberal-conservative 

scale might greatly differ from issue to issue. Lakoff himself does not explicitly 

address this issue in his theory and often uses the terms conservatives and liberals 

interchangeably with Republicans and Democrats.  

The starting point of MPT is Lakoff’s (1996/2002) argument that U.S. politics 

suffers from a worldview problem, meaning that the fundamentally different ways 

liberals and conservatives see the world result in the inability of the two groups to 

understand one another. He illustrates this problem by a handful of both liberal and 

conservative issue positions, which he calls “puzzles” for the opposing side. An 

example of a puzzle for liberals is the conservative stance towards abortion and 

prenatal care (Lakoff, 1996/2002, p. 25). Liberals fail to see why conservatives, who 

are commonly pro-life and against abortion, generally oppose directing government 

funds towards bettering prenatal care and help lower the higher-than-average child 

mortality rate in the U.S. It seems illogical to liberals to prevent the termination of 

unwanted pregnancies, while not preventing complications during wanted pregnancies 

(Lakoff, 1996/2002, p. 25).  A connected source of confusion for liberals is the 

conservative stance on the death penalty: liberals do not understand how one can be 
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pro-life while supporting the capital punishment. A puzzle for conservatives, in turn, 

is the liberal stance on education and welfare in contrast to the liberal pro-choice stance 

on abortion: conservatives do not see how liberals can simultaneously support welfare 

and education and approve of the death of foetuses by supporting women’s right to 

abortion (Lakoff, 1996/2002, p. 26). To conservatives, these two ideas are 

contradictory.  

In addition to the confusion and misunderstanding between the two sides, 

Lakoff identifies two other aspects that suggest a difference in worldview. First, 

liberals and conservatives tend to consistently hold opposite views across a host of 

different issues. Liberals commonly support abortion rights, while conservatives are 

against them; liberals support environmentalism, conservatives are against it; liberals 

support social programs, conservatives are against them; liberals support progressive 

taxation, conservatives are against it, to name a few examples (Lakoff, 1996/2002, p. 

28). Second, in addition to differences in issue positions and reasoning behind them, 

conservatives and liberals differ in the words they employ in their discourse (Lakoff, 

1996/2002). Both conservatives and liberals use specific words to discuss certain 

topics, in other words there exists a liberal discourse and a conservative discourse. 

Third, Lakoff argues that oftentimes even when conservatives and liberals use the 

same words, they mean fundamentally different things (Lakoff, 1996/2002,). He uses 

the phrase “big government” as an example. Lakoff argues that in conservative 

discourse the phrase is often employed in a negative light, while liberals tend to 

interpret the phrase in terms of spending and view in it a positive light: a good 

government does spend money on its citizens’ wellbeing. In contrast, this view of “big 

government” and the conservative criticism of it does not make sense to liberals as 

conservatives, too, advocate government spending on e.g. the military (Lakoff, 

1996/2002). What liberals do not understand is that conservatives do not interpret “big 

government” in terms of spending, but in terms of the government infringing on 

individual freedom (Lakoff, 1996/2002).  

With MPT, Lakoff (1996/2002) argues that the different family-based moral 

models formulate the bases of liberal and conservative worldviews and account for the 

three aspects arising out of them: why liberal reasoning does not make sense to 

conservatives and vice versa, why certain collections of opposite liberal and 

conservative issues positions go together, and why “topic choice, word choice, and 

discourse forms” are specific to ideology (Lakoff, 1996/2002, p. 28). Lakoff claims 
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that the two conceptions of ideal family produce two different prioritisations of moral 

metaphors, which result in two conceptual models of morality. When these family-

based conceptual models of morality are applied to society via the NATION IS FAMILY 

metaphor, they produce two fundamentally different views of what society is like and 

how it should function (Lakoff, 1996/2002). These ideas form the conservative and 

liberal worldviews, out of which conservative and liberal politics arise. 

In the following sections I will first discuss how morality is conceptualised 

metaphorically as it functions as the foundation of MPT (2.3.1). I will then summarise 

Lakoff’s descriptions of the two models of ideal family at the basis of conservative 

and liberal thought (2.3.2 and 2.3.3) and how they are realised in politics through the 

shared NATION IS FAMILY metaphor (2.3.4). Finally, section 2.3.5 discusses previous 

studies, which have attempted to test for the MPT in real world political discourse. 

 

2.3.1 Metaphorical Conception of Morality 

As was previously established, people rely on metaphors to reason and to think about 

abstract concepts. Morality is no different. Metaphor plays a key role in how we think 

about morality and metaphors structure virtually all abstract moral concepts (Lakoff 

& Johnson, 1999, p. 290; Lakoff 1996/2002, p. 41).  

Even though morality is an abstract concept, not all morality is metaphorical 

and metaphorical morality is based on a more fundamental form of morality, 

nonmetaphorical morality, which has to do with wellbeing (Lakoff, 1996/2002). 

Lakoff illustrates wellbeing in terms of pairs of states, with one preferred over the 

other: healthy over sick, rich over poor, strong over weak, free over imprisoned, cared 

for rather than lacking, clean over filthy, beautiful over ugly, light over dark, et cetera 

(Lakoff, 1996/2002). These preferred states of being form the basis of our experiential 

wellbeing, and action that furthers or betters wellbeing is considered moral whereas 

action that hinders or reduces wellbeing is considered immoral (Lakoff, 1996/2002). 

It is on this experiential wellbeing the metaphorical system of morality is based on: as 

rich is preferred over poor, strong over weak and clean over filthy, for example, 

morality tends to be conceptualised in terms of wealth, strength and purity. Metaphors 

like MORALITY IS STRENGTH or MORALITY IS PURITY structure our moral thinking and 

judgments about what is good and bad and what is right or wrong (Lakoff, 1996/2002).  
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Central to the moral metaphor system is the conceptualisation of wellbeing as 

wealth. The ontological WELLBEING AS WEALTH metaphor is important, because it turns 

wellbeing, which is qualitative and thus difficult to reason about, into something that 

is quantifiable, namely wealth (Lakoff, 1996/2002). The metaphor thus allows us to 

reason about wellbeing quantitatively (e.g. an increase in wellbeing is a gain, a 

decrease in wellbeing is a loss), which makes the abstract entity of wellbeing into 

something more concrete. As a result, our ideas related to money and finance translate 

into conceptualising actions in terms of whether the gain to our wellbeing combined 

with the cost of the action on our wellbeing results in the action being “worth it” or 

even “profitable” (Lakoff, 1996/2002, p. 45).  

As the system of moral metaphors is based on the universal experience of 

wellbeing, metaphorical morality is largely universal as well (Lakoff, 1996/2002). 

Many moral metaphors are in fact shared between different cultures and they manifest 

themselves in social actions and constructs such as purification rituals (MORALITY IS 

PURITY/IMMORALITY IS IMPURITY) and the fear of the dark (EVIL IS DARK/GOOD IS 

LIGHT) (Lakoff, 1996/2002, p. 43). As the metaphorical system of morality is made up 

of a relatively “set” collection of metaphors relating to wellbeing, the differences in 

morality are largely a matter of different priorities given to the various metaphors. 

This idea of prioritisation is the core idea behind Lakoff’s theory accounting 

for the different worldviews of conservatives and liberals. Even though both 

conservatives and liberals have the same metaphors of morality as the basis for their 

thinking, the different worldviews are borne out of the different priorities given to the 

metaphors. The priorities given to the metaphors are determined based on models of 

ideal family, which distinctly differ between conservatives and liberals. In the 

following sections, I will summarise Lakoff’s descriptions of the two models of family, 

the Strict Father model and the Nurturant Parent model, define conservative and liberal 

morality, respectively. 

 

2.3.2 Strict Father Model 

The Strict Father (SF) model is characterised by strength and discipline. The world is 

seen as a dark and dangerous place, where life is difficult and survival is key. The 

model of family functioning as the base of SF model is an idealised form of the 

traditional nuclear family consisting of a father, a mother, and their children. The father 
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is the head of the family and it is his responsibility to support and protect the family. 

The children are taught right from wrong, and the key SF values of self-discipline, 

self-reliance, and respect for authority through a set of strict rules set by the parents. 

Authority is considered as moral in the SF model, and rewarding obedience and 

punishing disobedience are seen as moral actions. The SF model holds what Lakoff 

calls a folk behaviourist conception of human nature: people tend to naturally follow 

their desires, but can be persuaded to do otherwise by rewards and punishments. Thus, 

children obey the rules because disobedience is punished by corporal punishment and 

obedience is rewarded by love and nurturance.  

The morality of reward and punishment is not moral in itself, but serves a 

further moral goal: self-reliance. Self-reliance is obtained through self-discipline and 

discipline, and self-discipline is built by obeying authority. Discipline thus flows from 

authority. When the children become fully self-disciplined, i.e. self-reliant, the 

authority that previously was exerted on them by their parents becomes transferred on 

themselves: they become their own authority. Obedience to authority thus does not 

disappear and through self-discipline the adults obey the authority instilled in them. 

Once children become adults, they are on their own and they need demonstrate their 

self-reliance: they are to make their own decisions and be responsible for themselves 

and their families. Parents are not to meddle in the lives of their adult children. In 

summary, the goal of the SF model is to produce self-disciplined and self-reliant 

individuals as those are the skills needed to survive. In order to learn those skills, 

children need to be disciplined and rewards and punishments are seen as helping the 

child. Punishment is thus seen as a form of love, “tough love”, and coddling is 

absolutely forbidden and immoral as it hinders the child’s development.  

In the SF world, success is a reward for acting morally, and competition is a 

measure of morality. In order to succeed, one needs to have been obedient and having 

become self-disciplined. This makes success a reward as well as moral. Success, and 

thus morality, are evaluated through competition. Only those who are sufficiently self-

disciplined, i.e. moral, can succeed in competition and are deserving of success. In 

contrast, receiving rewards undeservingly is seen as immoral. Competition is thus a 

crucial part of the SF world as it is the framework which defines who is moral and who 

is not, who deserves rewards and who does not. This makes competition in itself moral. 

The morality of competition in turn produces a hierarchical moral world in which some 

are deservedly and rightly better off than others and some deservedly have legitimate 
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authority over others. The importance and morality of competition also makes 

capitalism and the market economy moral and good as capitalism is essentially a 

system which is based on competition and in which those who compete successfully 

are rewarded: the market is seen as “an instrument of morality” (Lakoff, 2006, p. 69). 

Because the product or service produced is the basis on which competing successfully 

is measured in the market economy, the product or service produced by the winner of 

the competition, i.e. who profits the most, is then considered better than the product or 

service produced by someone who is less successful competitively.  

This model of morality rooted in the SF family model implicitly produces a 

system of metaphors, where certain groups of moral metaphors are given priority over 

others. The core metaphors in their prioritised order are listed in Table 2 based on 

Cienki (2005). The so-called Strength Group (#1) has the highest priority. The Strength 

Group is made up of smaller collections of more specific metaphors. Each collection 

contains one to six specific metaphors. The Moral Strength collection, for example, is 

made up of the following conceptual metaphors: BEING GOOD IS BEING UPRIGHT, BEING 

BAD IS BEING LOW, DOING EVIL IS FALLING, EVIL IS A FORCE and MORALITY IS 

STRENGTH. Together these collections of specific metaphors form the Strength Group. 

Moral Self-Interest has the second highest priority and Moral Nurturance has the 

lowest priority. Both Moral Self-Interest and Moral Nurturance are collections in 

themselves, i.e. they are not made up of multiple collections of metaphors like the 

Strength Group. This prioritisation of metaphors directly reflects the moral priorities 

of the model itself. 

 

2.3.3 Nurturant Parent Model 

The Nurturant Parent (NP) model in MPT is characterised by nurturance and empathy. 

It is based on a more flexible model of family consisting of one parent or two parents 

and their children. Parents do not have separate roles based on their gender, but share 

all responsibility from raising the children to running the household. The cornerstones 

of life in the NP model are caring for and being cared for, living as happy and a 

fulfilling life as possible, and finding purpose in mutual interaction and care.  

 Similarly to the SF model, in the NP model children should become 

responsible, self-disciplined, and self-reliant. Even though the aims of both models are 

similar, the ideal means for raising children differ. Whereas in the SF model children 
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are taught the qualities of responsibility, self-discipline, and self-reliance through 

discipline, in the NP model, children develop and learn these qualities through social 

interaction: through their relationships to others, by caring for others, and by being 

cared for and respected by others. 

 The obedience of children arises from their love and respect for their parents, 

not from fear of punishment as in the SF model. The parents’ responsibility is to 

function an example, after which the children model their own behaviour because of 

mutual respect. Because of the close relationship with their parents, the children 

recognise what is expected of them and do their best to meet them. Authority is not an 

intrinsic value in itself. Children are welcome to and should question why parents do 

what they do and why the child is prohibited from doing something: through questions 

children learn why and based on what decisions are made and rules set. Parents thus 

“earn” the authority position through their actions, and the legitimacy of the parents’ 

authority over children rests on open two-way communication. Following similar 

reasoning, all family members are consulted on important decisions and their opinions 

considered, but it is ultimately the parents who are responsible for making the final 

decision.  

Protection is a cornerstones of NP parenting. Protecting the children from harm 

is one of the most important responsibilities of the parent. They should protect the 

child against obvious threats such as crime and drugs, but also against less obvious 

dangers such as environmental threats to their health (e.g. pollution or asbestos), 

dangerous objects (e.g. unsafe toys or inflammable clothing), or people wanting to 

benefit off of them (e.g. dishonest, corrupt, and greedy individuals).  

The ultimate aim of NP parenting is for the children to become happy and 

fulfilled and to instil nurturance in them. Fulfilment of oneself is seen as inseparably 

linked to the nurturance of others and fulfilment is seen as arising out of nurturance 

and responsibility for oneself and others. Children thus become fulfilled and happy by 

being nurturant towards themselves, i.e. self-nurturant, and by being nurturant towards 

others. In practice this means “being able to take care of oneself, being responsible, 

enjoying life, developing their potential, meeting the needs and expectations of those 

they love and respect, and becoming independent-minded” (Lakoff, 1996/2002, p. 

112) as well as being empathetic, social and socially responsible and fair. 

The ensuing NP world is characterised by interdependence and cooperation, in 

contrast to the importance of legitimate hierarchical structures of authority and 
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competition in the SF model. Relationships based on love and affection are viewed as 

stronger than those based on authority and dominance. The NP world is nurturant and 

empathetic and encourages self-development, and helping others, especially those in a 

weaker position and in need. In a nutshell, it favours non-hierarchical interdependence 

over hierarchical authority, cooperation over competition, and affection over 

discipline.  

Like in the SF model, the NP model of family produces a system of moral 

metaphors with its own priorities. The core metaphors in their prioritised order are 

listed in Table 3 based on Cienki (2005). In the NP model, the priorities of the SF 

model are reversed. In contrast to the SF model, in which morality is conceptualised 

in terms of discipline, authority, order, boundaries, homogeneity, purity, and self-

interest, in the NP model morality is conceptualised in terms of empathy, nurturance, 

self-nurturance, social ties, fairness, and happiness (Lakoff, 1996/2002, p. 114). The 

NP model gives the highest priority to the Nurturance Group. The Nurturance Group, 

like the Strength Group in the SF model, is made up of smaller collections of specific 

metaphors. Each collections contains one to four more specific metaphors. The 

Morality as Nurturance collection, for example, contains the following conceptual 

metaphors: THE COMMUNITY IS FAMILY, MORAL AGENTS ARE NURTURING PARENTS, 

PEOPLE NEEDING HELP ARE CHILDREN NEEDING NURTURANCE and MORAL ACTION IS 

NURTURANCE. These collections form the Nurturance Group, which has the highest 

priority. The second highest priority is given to Moral Self-Interest and the lowest 

priority to Moral Strength. Similarly to Moral Self-Interest and Moral Nurturance in 

the SF model, Moral Self-Interest and Moral Strength in the NP model are collections 

in themselves and do not contain multiple collections similarly to the Nurture Group.
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Table 2. Metaphors in the SF model (compiled by Cienki (2005) after Lakoff 
(1996/2002)) 

#1
 T

H
E 

ST
R

EN
G

TH
 G

R
O

U
P 

Moral Strength BEING GOOD IS BEING UPRIGHT 
BEING BAD IS BEING LOW 
DOING EVIL IS FALLING 
EVIL IS A FORCE (either internal or external) 
MORALITY IS STRENGTH 

Moral Authority A COMMUNITY IS A FAMILY 
MORAL AUTHORITY IS PARENTAL AUTHORITY 
AN AUTHORITY FIGURE IS A PARENT 
A PERSON SUBJECT TO MORAL AUTHORITY IS A 
CHILD 
MORAL BEHAVIOUR BY SOMEONE SUBJECT TO 
AUTHORITY IS OBEDIENCE 
MORAL BEHAVIOUR BY SOMEONE IN AUTHORITY 
IS SETTING STANDARDS AND ENFORCING THEM 

Moral Order THE MORAL ORDER IS THE NATURAL ORDER 
Moral Boundaries RIGHTS ARE PATHS 
Moral Essence A PERSON IS AN OBJECT 

HIS ESSENCE IS THE SUBSTANCE THE OBJECT IS 
MADE OF 

Moral Wholeness MORALITY IS WHOLENESS 
IMMORALITY IS DEGENERATION 
 

Moral Purity MORALITY IS PURITY 
IMMORALITY IS IMPURITY 
 

Moral Health MORALITY IS HEALTH 
IMMORALITY IS DISEASE 

#2 Moral Self-Interest WELL-BEING IS WEALTH 
#3 Morality as 

Nurturance 
MORAL ACTION IS NURTURANCE 

 

Table 3. Metaphors in the NP model (compiled by Cienki (2005) after Lakoff 
(1996/2002)) 

#1
 T

H
E 

N
U

R
TU

R
A

N
C

E 
G

R
O

U
P 

Morality as Empathy MORALITY IS EMPATHY 
Morality as 
Nurturance 

THE COMMUNITY IS FAMILY 
MORAL AGENTS ARE NURTURING PARENTS 
PEOPLE NEEDING HELP ARE CHILDREN NEEDING 
NURTURANCE 

Morality as Social 
Nurturance 

MORAL AGENTS ARE NURTURING PARENTS 
PEOPLE NEEDING HELP ARE CHILDREN NEEDING 
NURTURANCE 
MORAL ACTION IS NURTURANCE 

Moral Self-
Nurturance 

MORALITY IS NURTURANCE [OF ONESELF] 

Morality as 
Happiness 

MORALITY IS HAPPINESS 

Morality as Self-
Development 

MORALITY IS SELF-DEVELOPMENT 

Morality as Fair 
Distribution 

MORALITY IS FAIR DISTRIBUTION 

Moral Growth THE DEGREE OF MORALITY IS PHYSICAL HEIGHT 
MORAL GROWTH IS PHYSICAL GROWTH 
MORAL NORMS FOR PEOPLE ARE PHYSICAL 
HEIGHT NORMS 

#2 Moral Self-Interest WELL-BEING IS WEALTH 
#3 The Moral Strength 

to Nurturance 
BEING GOOD IS BEING UPRIGHT 
BEING BAD IS BEING LOW 
EVIL IS A FORCE (either internal or external) 
MORALITY IS STRENGTH 
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2.3.4 NATION IS FAMILY and Conservative and Liberal Politics 

MPT holds that what connects the two systems of morality introduced in the previous 

sections to politics is the NATION IS FAMILY metaphor. When the NATION IS FAMILY 

metaphor is applied to society, the government is conceptualised as the parent and 

citizens as the children of the metaphorical family. Conceptualising society in terms 

of family is common across cultures and instances of the NATION IS FAMILY metaphor 

can be found in many languages (Wehling, 2013, p. 59). This is evident in e.g. 

individual words such as the Finnish “isänmaa” (fatherland) and “kotimaa” 

(homeland), the Korean “mo-kwuk” (motherland), and the German “Vaterland” 

(fatherland) and “Heimatland” (homeland), in phrases such as the English “the 

founding fathers” and “sending our sons and daughters into war” (examples from 

Lakoff, 2004/2014, p. 3), and in the way Germans have referred to their first president, 

Theodor Heuss, as “Papa Heuss” (daddy Heuss) and to their current chancellor, Angela 

Merkel, as “Mutti Merkel” (mommy Merkel) (Korean and German examples from 

Wehling, 2013, p. 59).  

When a family-based morality model is applied to the NATION IS FAMILY 

metaphor, it produces a specific set of values and ideas of how society is supposed to 

work and thus functions as the source for specific type of politics (Lakoff, 1996/2002. 

This process is illustrated in Figure 1.  

Figure 1. The process of moral models translating into worldviews 

 
 

 

I will briefly describe the resulting conservative and liberal ideologies in the following. 

Conservative 
worldview

Liberal
worldview

NATION IS FAMILY

SF morality NP morality
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When the SF model is applied to society through the nation is family metaphor, 

the role of the strict father falls on the government. Like the father in the SF model, 

the government is responsible for supporting and protecting the nation and is thought 

to have the authority to set guidelines for action, i.e. establish legislation, in the nation. 

In the conservative view, self-discipline, self-reliance, and respect for authority are 

desired qualities in citizens, which correspond to the children of the SF model, and are 

the qualities that make individuals important for the nation: when individual citizens 

take care of themselves, all individuals and, thus, the whole nation benefit. However, 

because people can lack these qualities the authority of the government is needed to 

ensure order. The actions of the citizens are limited by the legislation determined by 

the government and the government monitors the citizens, who are expected to follow 

the laws out of fear of punishment. Citizens are expected to take care of themselves 

and not rely on the state when problems arise. Problems are regarded as self-inflicted 

and due to lack of self-discipline and the state has no moral obligation to help. This is 

reflected in e.g. the views often held by conservatives that social programs should be 

reduced and that many social problems are the individual’s own fault. 

When the NP model is applied to society, the government is equalled with the 

role of the nurturant parent. The government in this liberal worldview establishes its 

authority by nurturing and supporting the citizens. The citizens in the liberal 

worldview are not expected to blindly follow the laws set by the government and 

citizen obedience is based on them understanding the necessity of rules and on 

empathy towards fellow citizens. Citizens are though to benefit the society when those 

who are better off help the weaker. Thus, everyone is taken care off by helping others. 

This is reflected in the liberal view that e.g. social programs are necessary and just and 

that e.g. the reasons for poverty are not attributable to just the individual but to society 

more broadly. 

 Thus, when the family models are translated through the NATION IS FAMILY 

metaphor, the family models (as described in 2.3.2 and 2.3.4) define the roles of and 

the relationship between a government and its citizens in society. Because 

conservatives and liberals have a different model of family as the basis for their 

thinking, their idea of what the roles of government and citizens should be and their 

idea of morality is different. These moralities give rise to different values and 

ultimately result in distinctly different worldviews of conservatives and liberals. 
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2.3.5 Empirical Tests of MPT 
Lakoff (1996/2002) offers very little linguistic evidence for the proposed models. 

Apart from very few individual examples distributed throughout the chapters outlining 

the core of the two models, the most he discusses actual language use is limited to the 

introductory chapter in which he lists words that are frequent in conservative (e.g. 

character, virtue, discipline) and liberal (e.g. social forces, social responsibility, free 

expression) discourses (Lakoff, 1996/2002, p. 30). This is not to say that Lakoff’s 

theory is without any foundation. While he does not provide linguistic evidence, he 

claims that the proposed models account for the conservative and liberal policy 

positions on key issues such as abortion, the death penalty, and gun laws. As Cienki 

(2004) notes, “[t]he models appear to have been deduced largely from the logic behind 

political policies, or inferred as principles guiding political rhetoric, rather than having 

been found directly exemplified in linguistic expressions” (p. 411). Lakoff is clearly 

aware of this shortcoming as he even notes himself that his theory “does not have the 

degree of confirmation that one would expect of more mature theories” (Lakoff, 

1996/2002, p. 158). As such, a number of researchers has examined whether Lakoff’s 

models can in fact be found in real-world politics. 

MPT has been tested by a number of studies from various disciplines using 

diverse approaches. No consensus has been established over the accuracy of the theory 

as the results of these studies range from offering strong support to no support for the 

theory. The wide spectrum of results can at least partly be contributed to the different 

approaches the individual studies have taken; the objects of study have ranged from 

survey results and policy proposals to advertisements and politicians’ speeches. In the 

present discussion, I will concentrate on the studies analysing political speech as that 

is more relevant to the current study and only briefly discuss the other studies and 

introduce their most significant findings. 

Some of the core arguments of MPT have been explored and confirmed by 

Barker and Tinnick (2006) and McAdams et al. (2008). By examining national survey 

data, Barker and Tinnick (2006) found strong support for Lakoff’s base argument that 

the values associated with childrearing and desired qualities in children relate to a 

person’s political orientation and that the strength of their either SF or NP view 

regarding childrearing and children correlated with the consistency of their 

conservative or liberal orientation. Furthermore, McAdams et al. (2008) analysed the 

life narratives of religious and politically active liberals and conservatives and 
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similarly found support for MPT as conservative interviewees referred to lessons in 

self-discipline, while liberal interviewees tended to refer to lessons in empathy and 

openness. Additionally, their conservative interviewees were likely to connect 

authority figures with enforcement of morality in accordance with the SF model. 

Empirical tests of MPT in the field of political campaign advertisements has 

produced mixed evidence. Richardson Jr. (2006) examined political advertisements 

run between 1990 and 2000 for evidence of conservative and liberal language 

matching with MPT. He found that while, in accordance with MPT, NP rhetoric was 

common for Democratic politicians and uncommon for Republicans, SF rhetoric was 

used equally by politicians of both parties and was not more common for Republicans 

as Lakoff’s theory suggests. In contrast, when examining political advertisements from 

a longer time period between 1952 and 2012, Ohl et al. (2013) found that Republicans 

use moral reasoning considerably more than Democrats and, in accordance with MPT, 

are more likely to use SF language than Democrats. Ohl et al. (2013) also examined 

whether issue ownership1 affects the use of SF and NP language, i.e. whether SF 

language is preferred when discussing Republican-owned issues and NP language 

when discussing Democrat-owned issues.  Interestingly, and contrary to what MPT 

might suggest, they found that Democrats tend to avoid using NP reasoning in 

connection with the Democrat-owned issue of social programs, which is an issue 

closely connected with the NP worldview. A third study by Moses and Gonzales 

(2015) examined specifically presidential campaign advertisements between 1980 and 

2012 for instances of SF and NP moral themes and found support for Lakoff’s general 

claim (i.e. that Republicans tend to refer more to the SF model and Democrats to the 

NP model). Similarly to Ohl et al. (2013), Moses and Gonzales (2015) also tested 

whether issue ownership would coincide with occurrences of SF and NP themes and 

found little support for a correlation.  

Political speeches are perhaps the main genre to have been empirically tested 

for MPT. Cienki (2004) was one of the first studies to examine MPT in political 

speech. Using the televised presidential debates between Bush (Rep) and Gore (Dem) 

in the 2000 presidential election, he tested for MPT by searching for instances of either 

                                                
1 Issue ownership theory entails that the public regards Republicans as more competent in handling 
some policy issues than Democrats and Democrats as being more competent in handling some issues 
than Democrats. Republican-owned issues are defence, foreign policy, terrorism, and war, where as 
Democrat-owned issues are education, environment, health care, and social programs. (Petrocik et al., 
2003; Sulkin et al., 2007) 
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SF or NP metaphors. The metaphors were scarce, but in support of MPT, i.e. that Bush 

used more SF than NP metaphors and that Gore used more NP than SF metaphors. In 

the process Cienki discovered a much larger number of non-metaphoric expressions 

that could be considered as logical entailments of the models. In the second part of the 

study Cienki analysed the entailments and found that compared to the SF/NP metaphor 

usage, entailments were much more common for both candidates, though the results 

were more mixed than those based on the metaphors: Bush used more SF entailments 

than Gore, but both candidates used NP entailments at a similar rate. As the findings 

of Cienki’s original and largely qualitative method of searching the corpus for 

metaphors were scarce and as he found many more non-metaphorical entailments of 

the two models, Cienki suggested that a method to search for non-metaphorical 

evidence instead of metaphors would be more fruitful. 

Ahrens and Yat Mei Lee (2009) analysed speeches of U.S. senators between 

2000 and 2007 to find out whether gender, party membership, or a combination of 

them has an effect on the SF and NP models employed by the senators. Based on 

Cienki’s findings, Ahrens and Yat Mei Lee developed a new methodology to 

overcome the problem of scarce metaphorical evidence and to test for MPT through 

non-metaphoric language in a large corpus. The method consisted of a lexical 

frequency pattern analysis based on two lists of lexemes, one for the SF model and one 

for the NP model. The lists of lexemes were generated based on the top two source 

domains of each model (strength and authority for the SF model, nurturance and 

empathy for the NP model). These lexemes were searched for in the data and the 

occurrences analysed based on proportional differences. This method is based on two 

key background assumptions: first, that "if a word occurs more often in a specific text 

or specific corpus, compared to a general corpus, then this word is a "keyword" for 

that text and reflects what the text is about" (Ahrens, 2011, p. 169) and second, that 

"conceptual metaphor models can be independently and objectively associated with a 

set of keywords for that model" (Ahrens, 2011, p. 169).  Accordingly, Ahrens argues 

that comparing the frequencies of the two sets of keywords in a corpus indicates either 

their worldview or the qualities that are specific to the situation in which the speeches 

making up the corpus are given (Ahrens, 2011).  Ahrens and Yat Mei Lee’s results did 

not support MPT as they found that NP terms were much more frequent for all speakers 

regardless of their party affiliation. Using the same method, Ahrens (2011) examined 

the State of the Union Addresses and Radio Addresses given by four U.S. presidents 
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(Reagan, Bush Sr., Clinton, and Bush Jr.) between 1981 and 2006. She found that out 

of the four presidents, language used by Reagan and Clinton supported MPT: Reagan 

relied more on SF terms than NP terms and Clinton relied more on NP terms than SF 

terms.  

Degani (2016) examined Obama’s speeches from the 2008 presidential election 

campaign and analyses whether Obama’s rhetoric matches with MPT, i.e. that his 

language use would communicate more NP than SF ideas. Rather than searching her 

data for specific words or expressions like Ahrens and Yat Mei Lee (2009) and Ahrens 

(2011) did, Degani analysed Obama’s speeches for instances of SF and NP values. Her 

approach is based on the idea that values are at the core of Lakoff's models and that 

values can be seen as a key indicator of a politician's adherence to either model 

(Degani, 2016, p. 82). Thus, Degani analysed Obama’s speeches on a paragraph-level 

and classified each paragraph according to a value framework based on Lakoff's 

models. Her results support Lakoff’s theory as she found that Obama consistently used 

many more NP than SF values and reasoning to frame the issues he talked about. 

 

2.4 Genres of Political Campaign Discourse 
Political campaign discourse is a part of political discourse. As was established in 

section 2.2, political discourse is about abstract topics and is fundamentally persuasive 

by nature, which make it fertile ground for metaphors. Political campaign discourse 

has been characterised has “instrumental, designed to persuade voters to perceive the 

candidate as preferable to the opponent” (Benoit, 1999, p. 247) and compared to 

political discourse overall, campaign discourse can be regarded as especially thick in 

persuasion as candidates attempt to convince people to vote for them in a limited time 

frame, i.e. during the election cycle.  

The two genres connected with political campaign discourse selected for study 

in this paper are nomination acceptance addresses and presidential debates. Swales 

(1990) defines genre as “[comprising of] a class of communicative events, the 

members of which share some set of communicative purposes” (p. 58). In addition to 

these two genres relating to political campaign discourse, which is especially 

persuasive, they are also public speeches, which are especially prone to metaphors. 

Mio (1997) found that public speeches with large audiences contain twice as many 

metaphors compared to speeches given in front of smaller audiences. According to 
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Mio, the speaker often resorts to metaphor to make his or her message convincing and 

to persuade listeners. 

Nomination acceptance addresses are held by a party’s official presidential 

nominee in the presidential nominating conventions. The major party conventions in 

the US include the Democratic and the Republican National Conventions, which 

typically take place late in the summer or in early autumn. The nomination address is 

one of the candidate’s most important speeches during the campaign (Trent et al., 

2011; Benoit, 1999) and “occupies a singular place in contemporary American 

political rhetoric” (Ritter, 1980, p. 153).  

The nomination address is an important tool of partisan politics and 

representative of partisan rhetoric. The importance of the nomination address stems 

from its various functions and purposes. Through the nomination address, the nominee 

publicly becomes the official candidate of the party and assumes the role of a leader 

in the party (Trent et al, 2011). The nomination address is also a platform for the 

nominee to present the key issues and ideas they will emphasise in their campaign 

(Benoit, 1999). In addition, the addresses mark the end of the presidential primary, in 

which party members internally compete for the official party nomination for 

presidency. The address thus functions to unify the party (Trent et al., 2011; Ritter, 

1980) and as the address is given at the party convention, it is important for the speech 

to appeal to its immediate audience of the “party faithful” (Ritter, 1980, p. 247). The 

nomination addresses typically contain themes and ideas that are fundamental to the 

party. According to Trent et al. (2011), a central element of nomination acceptance 

speeches has been simplified partisan statements, in which the nominee suggests, in 

strong partisan language, that she or he and their party are needed to overcome the 

problems brought up in the election. Even though the role of partisan statements has 

decreased as campaigns have become more and more candidate-centred (Trent et al., 

2011), the nomination acceptance speeches are still strongly regarded as partisan 

addresses. Additionally, as the speeches are televised, the audience does not only 

consist of the party officials and delegates present at the convention, but of millions of 

viewers watching the speeches from their homes. The speech is thus also an 

unprecedented chance for the nominee to address the general public and is the most 

important partisan address the candidates make during their campaigns (Trent et al., 

2011; Ritter, 1980).  
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The U.S. presidential debates are a series of televised debates held between the 

candidates of the major parties. The number of presidential debates held per election 

cycle has been established at three plus an additional vice presidential debate. The 

debates have been sponsored by the Commission on Presidential Debates (CPD) since 

1988. The debates are moderated by journalists and take place in front of an audience 

in large halls at e.g. universities. The debates typically follow a format in which 

journalists or members of the audience ask the candidates questions (The Commission 

on Presidential Debates, 2015). The moderator has complete autonomy over 

formulating the questions, and they are not known to the CPD nor the candidates 

beforehand. The candidate has two minutes to answer the question, after which the 

opposing candidate has one minute for rebuttal. The debates are usually divided into 

segments which follow a theme. The first debate in the 2016 election season was 

organised into three segments: achieving prosperity, America's direction, and securing 

America (Presidential Debate, 2016). In practice, the first segment concentrated on the 

economy and taxes, the second on racial tension in the U.S., and the third on cyber 

security.  

These two genres are suited for this study for a number of reasons. First, as the 

speech of the official presidential candidates can be regarded as representative of the 

party rhetoric, these two genres are well-suited for the goal of this study to examine 

party rhetoric for underlying conceptual models. Second, both nomination addresses 

and presidential debates tend to cover a variety of issues. The nomination address is a 

platform for the candidate to present their key themes and as the debates are usually 

organised into segments dedicated to different topics. Thus, both genres of discourse 

typically include speech and discussion on a range of issues. Third, the genres 

represent two distinct points in time in the election cycle. As the nomination addresses 

are given at the beginning of the general election phase and the debates are held close 

to the Election Day, the potential change in the candidates’ stances of issues and in the 

way they discuss them can be examined. Finally, the genres represent different levels 

of planning in the discourse. Nomination addresses represent a form of extremely 

strategic discourse, which has been carefully planned in order to achieve the desired 

effect in their audience. While candidates carefully prepare themselves for the debates 

and plan their answers for the questions that can be expected, compared to the 

nomination addresses, the presidential debates represent a freer discourse with more 
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improvisation. Since the debates are also to some extent a discussion, they also include 

an element of interaction that the nomination addresses as speeches lack.  

 

2.5 Research Questions 
As discussed in section 2.3.6, MPT has undergone a number of empirical tests 

conducted by researchers from a variety of disciplines. In the more specific area of 

political speeches, the most notable testing has been done by Cienki (2004), Ahrens 

and Yat Mei Lee (2009), Ahrens (2011), and Degani (2016). The central debate in 

these studies had to do with methodology: what should be considered as evidence of 

the models and how should one go about looking for that evidence? Cienki started off 

by looking for instances of the specific moral metaphors that make up the SF and NP 

thought systems. After he noticed that politicians rarely speak about morality upfront 

as he failed to find very many instances of the actual metaphors, he extended his 

analysis to include instances which logically follow from the models and suggested 

that future research should come up with a method to test for these entailments rather 

than purely for instances of the moral metaphors.  

As a response to this suggestion, Ahrens and Yat Mei Lee (2009) and Ahrens 

(2011) developed the lexeme method discussed in section 2.3. While the lexeme 

method has many strengths, it also involves quite a few downsides. The number one 

strength of the lexeme method is its efficiency as it can easily be applied to large 

corpora. The weaknesses of the method, as noted by Ahrens and Yat Mei Lee (2009) 

and Ahrens (2011) themselves as well as by Degani (2016), have to with a lack of 

qualitative aspect to the analysis as well as the top-to-bottom nature of searching for a 

predetermined list of lexemes. Because the method is ultimately based on the mere 

frequency of certain lexemes and because it involves very little qualitative analysis, 

even the very validity of the lexeme method as a way of searching for instances of the 

models can be questioned; even if the lexemes are more prominent in the corpus being 

analysed than in a more general corpus such as the BNC, it does not automatically 

follow that the lexemes themselves communicate ideas related to the models just 

because they relate to the source domain of the models. Degani designed her method 

to overcome many of these issues by coding her data for instances of family model-

specific values. Degani’s method and the reasoning behind it is inarguably sound, but 
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the extremely qualitative nature of it means that it involves a great deal of manual work 

and cannot thus be effortlessly applied to larger amounts of data.  

Even though Degani’s method is sound and well-justified, it lacks the 

efficiency of Ahrens’ lexeme method. Degani’s method is well-suited for the analysis 

of smaller data sets, but as it involves a lot of manual work, its application to large 

corpora would be extremely laborious and time-consuming. Furthermore, when 

considering the scope of the claims put forth by MPT, research attempting to test it 

empirically would greatly benefit from basing their findings on larger rather than 

smaller datasets: the more representative the data is of the U.S. political landscape, the 

more far-reaching the conclusions of the findings based on it are.  

Thus, in this paper, I attempt to develop a method to test for MPT that is 

suitable for corpus research like Ahrens’ method, but also has a qualitative aspect 

similarly to Degani’s method. The starting point of the method is similar to the lexeme 

method: trying to extract instances that use language related to the models from the 

corpus based on concepts central to each model. Where this method differs is that it 

attempts to address the downsides of the lexeme method. First, instead of using a 

predetermined list of words to search for in the corpus, the current approach makes use 

of semantic tagging, which makes it possible to search a corpus based on a semantic 

field. As the semantic tags represent “semantic fields which group together word 

senses that are related by virtue of their being connected at some level of generality 

with the same mental concept” (Archer et al., 2002, p. 1), the tagger is well-suited for 

the goal of the method, i.e. searching for different linguistic realisations of a particular 

concept. Using a semantic tag, rather than a predetermined set of words, enables a 

more data driven and bottom-up approach to search for language related to the models. 

Second, to address the lack of qualitative analysis in the lexeme method, the instances 

extracted from the corpus will not be used as evidence as it, but are analysed more 

closely in their context and classified in terms of whether the instance is used to 

communicate SF or NP ideas. In order to gain a deeper understanding into how and 

why speakers employ ideas related to the models, the instances are also classified in 

terms of the issue they are used to discuss. In the process of applying this method, I 

will examine the extent to which the words and phrases based on central concepts of 

each model correspond with the ideas they are used to communicate, i.e. whether there 

in fact are expressions that could be used to test for MPT in the vein of Ahrens’ 

method. 
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In sum, as was stated in the introduction, the aims of this paper are two-fold. 

First, it aims to refine the lexeme list method used in Ahrens and Yat Mei Lee (2009) 

and Ahrens (2011) to account for its shortcomings identified by Ahrens and Yat Mei 

Lee and Degani (2016). Second, it aims to examine whether reasoning based on 

Lakoff’s models can be identified in the language used by Republican and Democratic 

presidential candidates in the six U.S. presidential elections in 1996-2016. This paper 

aims to address the following research questions: 

 

RQ1: Does the method developed in this paper succeed in identifying language 

that is used to convey reasoning and ideas that can be traced to Lakoff’s family 

models?  

 

RQ2: Do Republican and Democrat presidential candidates employ SF and NP 

reasoning and ideas in the nomination acceptance addresses and presidential 

debates in U.S. presidential elections in 1996-2016 in a way that support 

Lakoff’s moral politics theory? 

 

In order to answer the second research question, it needs to be defined in more detail 

what it means for the Republican and Democrat candidates to employ SF and NP ideas 

according to MPT. First, the core argument of MPT is that the worldviews of 

conservatives and liberals are fundamentally different and that conservative thought is 

based on the SF model of morality and liberal thought on the NP model of morality. 

In the U.S. context this translates into the assumption that Republican worldview 

differs intrinsically from the Democrat worldview and that the SF model is foundation 

of Republican politics and NP model the foundation of Democrat politics. These 

assumptions lead to two sets of hypotheses: 

 

H1: Republicans employ more SF ideas than NP ideas. 

H2: Democrats employ more NP ideas than SF ideas. 

 

H3: Republicans employ more SF ideas than Democrats. 

H4: Democrats employ more NP ideas than Republicans.  
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If Republican politics is essentially the result of the SF model, then Republican 

politicians should employ more SF ideas than NP ideas in their reasoning and 

Democrat politicians more NP ideas than SF ideas (H1 and H2). In order for this 

difference to characterise the U.S. political landscape, however, there should be a real 

difference between the two parties. Thus, in order for the Republicans to manifest as a 

party defined by the SF model and Democrats as defined by the NP model, 

Republicans should use more SF themes than Democrats and Democrats more NP 

themes than Republicans (H3 and H4). Comparing the use of themes between the two 

parties also enables in gaining a better understanding into how theme usage differs 

between Republicans and Democrats.  

3 Data 
 

The data for this paper consists of two types of speech events from the genre of 

political campaign discourse: the presidential nomination acceptance speeches given 

by the Democratic and the Republican presidential candidates and televised 

presidential debates held between the presidential candidates in six elections between 

1996 and 2016.  

Transcripts of the presidential nomination acceptance speeches and the 

televised debates were retrieved from The American Presidency Project (The APP, 

http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/) between Oct 27 and Nov 4, 2016. The APP is a non-

profit, non-partisan online database, hosted at the University of California, which 

contains presidential documents.  

Transcripts of both the speeches and the debates were first downloaded in their 

entirety and stored as individual MS Word documents. The transcripts were then 

processed in order to eliminate information not pertinent for the purposes of the 

analysis and to organise speech by individual speakers into individual files. 

Information such as the titles of the speeches (e.g. Address Accepting the Presidential 

Nomination at the Democratic National Convention in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), 

the date of the speeches, introductory remarks, and instances of extra-linguistic 

information like “[Laughter]” and “[Applause]” were deleted. In regards to transcripts 

of the televised debates, information such as the titles of the transcripts (e.g. 

Presidential Debate at the University of Nevada in Las Vegas) and information about 
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the participants and the moderator were first deleted. The transcripts were then further 

separated into two individual files containing only the speech of the individual 

candidates. Speech by the moderator was deleted. The individual files containing the 

transcripts of individual speakers were then searched for instances of extra information 

such as “[Laughter]”, which were deleted. After processing the transcripts, the Word 

documents containing only the speeches by the candidates were converted into plain 

text files in order to be able to run the files through a concordance program, AntConc. 

The data for this paper consists of the presidential nomination acceptance 

speeches given by the Democratic and the Republican presidential candidates and 

televised presidential debates held between the presidential candidates in six elections 

between 1996 and 2016. The data comes from ten individual speakers, five of whom 

are Democrats (Bill Clinton, Al Gore, John Kerry, Barack Obama, and Hillary Clinton) 

and five of whom are Republicans (Bob Dole, George W. Bush, John McCain, Mitt 

Romney, and Donald Trump).  

The corpus contains a total of 302,654 words and consists of 12 nomination 

acceptance speeches and 17 televised presidential debates (see Table 4). The 

nomination acceptance speeches account for 60,855 words (20.1%) and the televised 

presidential debates for 241,799 words (79.9%) of the total. The amount of data per 

election year is also quite even as the deviation from the ideal with all six elections 

making up 16% of the corpus is only 2% at most (1996 with 14% and 2012 with 18%).  

The corpus is quite evenly split between Democratic (152,222 words, 50.3%) 

and Republican (150,432 words, 49.7%) speakers. There are no major differences in 

party representation in terms of word counts within the speech genres either: in terms 

of nomination addresses, Democratic speakers make up 53.3% (32,444 words) and 

Republican speakers 46.7% (28,411 words) of the total and in terms of the debates, 

Democratic speakers make up 49.5% (119,778 words) and Republican speakers 50.5% 

(112,021 words). This balance is similar for all election years as the average difference 

in distribution between parties from the ideal 50% is 2.3%.  

Even though the corpus is well-balanced in terms of party, it should be noted 

that two speakers appear in the corpus for two election years: George W. Bush (Rep) 

for both 2000 and 2004 and Barack Obama (Dem) for 2008 and 2012. Compared to 

other speakers they are thus overrepresented. This can have an effect on the results if 

either of these speakers greatly deviate from the other speakers, which will be taken 

into account in the analysis. 
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Overall, consisting of speech by multiple speakers per party and spanning a 

time period of 20 years, the corpus provides a balanced cross-section of the presidential 

rhetoric practised by both parties in recent history.  

Table 4. Overview of the corpus 

Election Year Type of Data Democratic Republican Total 
1996 Nomination address 6,998 5,771 12,769 
  Debates 15,042 15,310 30,352 
  Total 22,040 21,081 43,121 
2000 Nomination address 5,755 4,109 9,864 
  Debates 19,892 21,396 41,288 
  Total 25,647 25,505 51,152 
2004 Nomination address 5,166 5,011 10,177 
  Debates 21,352 19,128 40,480 
  Total 26,518 24,139 50,657 
2008 Nomination address 4,652 4,341 8,993 
  Debates 22,090 20,334 42,424 
  Total 26,742 24,675 51,417 
2012 Nomination address 4,484 4,087 8,571 
  Debates 21,936 23,443 45,379 
  Total 26,420 27,530 53,950 
2016 Nomination address 5,389 5,092 10,481 
  Debates 19,466 22,410 41,876 
  Total 24,855 27,502 52,357 
    152,222 150,432 302,654 

 

4 Method 
 
As discussed in chapter 2.5, the method employed in this paper makes use of semantic 

tagging as a tool for extracting language communicating ideas related to MPT. To 

search the corpus based on semantic tags, the corpus in its entirety was first 

semantically tagged with the UCREL semantic analysis system (USAS) tagger 

(http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/usas). It tags each input word with one or more semantic tag 

with the first one being the most relevant tag (Archer et al., 2002). The tagger is also 

capable of handling multi-word units (MWUs) such as phrasal verbs, noun phrases, 

proper names, and true idioms (Archer et al., 2002). MWUs are tagged similarly to 

individual words with an additional section of the tag indicating the boundaries of the 

unit (Archer et al., 2002).  The corpus was tagged by using the online interface of the 

English language tagger. The contents of the individual plain text files containing the 

speeches that make up the corpus were entered in the tagger one at a time and the 
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tagged output was then saved as a new plain text file. An example of the tagger’s 

output is illustrated in (1): 

 

( 1 ) If_Z7 you_Z8mf help_S8+ create_A1.1.1 the_Z5 profits_I1.1 ,_PUNC 
you_Z8mf  should_S6+ be_A3+ able_X9.1+ to_Z5 share_S1.1.2+ in_Z5 
them_Z8mfn ,_PUNC not_Z6 just_A14 the_Z5 executives_I2.1/S2mf at_Z5 
the_Z5 top_M6 ._PUNC 

 

In order to use semantic tagging to extract instances relevant to MPT from the 

corpus, selected source domains of the models were matched with the semantic tags 

used by the tagger. Due to the scope of this paper, not all target and source domains of 

the SF and the NP models could be searched for in the corpus, but in the vein of Ahrens 

and Yat Mei Lee (2009) and Ahrens (2011), the most central source domains for both 

models were chosen: STRENGTH for the SF model and EMPATHY for the NP model. 

These two concepts were then matched with a tag according to the tag the tagger 

suggested for the source domains (see Table 5). SF source domain STRENGTH was 

matched with the semantic tag of ‘Toughness; strong/weak’ (S1.2.5) and EMPATHY 

with ‘Understand’ (X2.5).  

Table 5. Tags matched with SF and NP source domains 

Source domain  Tag Name Description 

STRENGTH Þ S.1.2.5 Toughness; strong/weak Terms depicting (level of) 

strength/weakness2 

EMPATHY Þ X2.5 Understand Terms depicting (level of) 

understanding/comprehension3 

 

The tags in this method are used to extract language and, ideally, ideas related 

to the two family models from the corpus. The S1.2.5 tag is suited for searching SF-

related language and ideas because MORALITY IS STRENGTH is the central metaphor in 

the SF model, which functions as the foundation for the other metaphors. Thus, 

expressions produced by a semantic tag related to strength are expected to 

communicate ideas that stem from the SF model. The X2.5 tag, in turn, is suited for 

searching NP language and ideas because MORALITY IS EMPATHY is the central 

metaphor in the NP model and understanding is very central to empathy: in order to 

                                                
2 Archer et al. (2002, p. 26) 
3 Archer et al. (2002, p. 32) 
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feel empathetic towards someone, one needs to understand how they feel. 

Understanding is also connected to other NP ideas that stem from empathy such as 

openness, which entails that others understand someone’s reasoning. Thus, 

expressions produced by a semantic tag related to understanding are expected to 

communicate ideas that stem from the NP model.  

After the corpus was tagged, the tagged plain text files were opened in AntConc 

(Version 3.4.4; Anthony, 2016), a concordance software. The data was then searched 

for words or MWUs tagged with either S1.2.5 or X2.5 Only words and MWUs that 

were primarily tagged with the selected tags were included in the analysis, meaning 

that words for which either of the tags was not the first tag were disregarded. The tags 

are appended to the words with an underscore (as illustrated in example (1)), so in 

order to find words primarily tagged with either one of the selected tags, search terms 

“_S1.2.5” and “_X2.5” were used. In cases where only a part of an MWU was tagged 

with one of the tags, the whole MWU was included in the analysis. In this paper, I will 

use the term expression as an umbrella term both for tagged words and MWUs. 

 The concordance results were then exported from AntConc to MS Excel for 

further analysis. In MS Excel, lemmas were first established for the tagged words in 

order to be able to group all inflectional forms of the same word under one expression. 

For example, the lemma “strengthen” was assigned to all different inflections of the 

verb strengthen such “strengthen”, “strengthens” and “strengthened”. After this the 

expressions were analysed in their contexts and classified in terms of the theme as well 

as the issue they communicated.  

To determine if an expression is used to convey a SF or NP idea or value, each 

occurrence of an expression was classified in terms of the themes they are used to 

discuss. The theme taxonomies used for this analysis were adapted from Moses and 

Gonzales (2015), who created them based on Lakoff's descriptions of the moralities 

underlying the models. The taxonomies are illustrated with examples from the data in 

Tables 6 and 7. In this study, the themes were used as a means for analysing whether 

an expression was used to convey an idea or value related to the models and if yes, to 

classify the SF or NP idea it carried. The primary unit of analysis was the expression 

itself, but as ideas and values are rarely communicated through a single word or phrase, 

its immediate context was considered to analyse whether the idea that the expression 

was part conveying had to do with the models. If the idea communicated through the 
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expression could be traced to either model, i.e. it logically stemmed from the morality 

behind the models, it was classified with the relevant SF or NP theme.  

As Cienki (2004) and Degani (2016) noted, it is possible and even likely that 

speakers employ expressions relating to either model in order to criticise them. As 

there is a crucial difference between expressing a theme in an agreeable manner to 

discuss an issue and expressing a theme in a critical or disagreeable manner, all 

occurrences that were classified as expressing a theme were also coded for stance, 

either ‘pro’ or ‘contra’. However, as only ten occurrences were found to refer to themes 

in a critical sense, stance was not considered in the final analysis. Because it did not 

make sense to classify these ten occurrences with the theme they were criticising for 

the reasons discussed above, they were classified as having no theme as a compromise. 

In order to further analyse the contexts in which themes are employed and to 

examine the relationship between themes and issues, the occurrences were also coded 

for the issue they are used to discuss. The issue framework used to classify the topic 

of the instances is represented in Table 8. The basis of the issue framework was 

adopted from Deason and Gonzales (2012), who in turn developed it from work on 

issue ownership by Sulkin et al (2007). Deason and Gonzales’ issue framework was 

reviewed based on the data of this paper. The descriptions were modified to include 

current political issues (e.g. ISIS and the war in Syria) and two completely new 

categories prominent in this data (crime and Supreme Court) were also introduced. 

Additionally, the “other” category was reviewed in order to reflect the issues discussed 

in this data. The issues mentioned in the “other” category are topics that were discussed 

in the data, but not so frequently as to become their own categories (occurrences 

classified as “other” combined accounted for only 6% of all occurrences). The coding 

procedure in its entirety is exemplified in (2): 

( 2 ) Millions of jobs were lost. The auto industry was on the brink of collapse. The 
financial system had frozen up. And because of the resilience and the 
determination of the American people, we’ve begun to fight our way back. 
Over the last 30 months, we’ve seen 5 million jobs in the private sector (…) 
(Obama, DEB #1, 2012) 4 

 

                                                
4 DEB and NAA are used as shorthand for debates and nomination acceptance address respectively in 
the examples. 
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In example (2), resilience was tagged with the ‘Toughness; strong/weak’ (S1.2.5) tag. 

Because resilience in this context refers to the character of Americans who did not 

give in in the face of the economic crisis of 2007, but kept fighting, this instance was 

classified with the theme "SF2: Morality as Self-Discipline", and because the context 

in which this is discussed relates to the economy, this instance was classified with the 

issue “the economy”.  

While example (2) represents the prototypical coding case, some cases were 

less straightforward. Consider example (3): 

 

( 3 ) So it’s no wonder that people are anxious and looking for reassurance, looking 
for steady leadership, wanting a leader who  understands we are stronger 
when we work with our allies around the world and care for our veterans here 
at home. (H. Clinton, NAA, 2016) 

 

Example (3) illustrates a few challenges. First, classifying the instance of understand 

in terms of theme is more difficult than classifying resilience in (2), as understand here 

does not communicate a clear idea in itself. To find out which idea it is part of 

conveying, it has to be considered in its larger context, i.e. what has to be understood. 

Here the idea that needs to be understood is that the U.S. benefits from cooperating 

with other countries, which falls under the NP theme Cooperation (NP3). The second 

challenge illustrated in (3) is that in a few instances, a single idea was conveyed by 

two expressions (here understand and strong). As these instances were rare, they were 

coded the separately in the same manner as all other expressions. 

 In terms of defining issues, expressions sometimes related to multiple issues. 

Consider (4): 

 

( 4 )  It means having intelligent decisions that keep our prosperity going and 
shepherds that economic strength so that we can provide that leadership role. 
(Gore, DEB #2, 2000) 

 
Here strength refers to economic strength, but the larger context of the instance relates 

to the U.S. role on the world stage, i.e. foreign policy. In instances such as these, the 

expression was classified with the issue that was most prominent in the idea being 

communicated. In the case of (4), the instance was thus classified with “the economy”. 

Finally, a few things need to be noted in terms of the expressions and the 

themes identified by this method. As this method is based on extracting parts of 
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information from the corpus and as the corpus was not analysed manually in its 

entirety, the findings of this paper are based on only the instances of SF and NP ideas 

that were identified through the expressions. Furthermore, as there is no way of 

measuring the scope of a semantic tag, there is no way of knowing whether the two 

tags have an equal potential to occur in the corpus. As the expressions produced by the 

tags are the basis for the theme analysis, this can also have an effect on the results in 

terms of the themes.  
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Table 6. SF theme coding taxonomy (Moses & Gonzales, 2015) 

Strict Father themes Description Examples 
SF1: Morality as Strength Self-control; toughness; 

being strong against 
immorality, evil, or 
adversity 

“The world needs 
America’s strength and 
leadership.”; “And we have 
to be very strong.” 

SF2: Morality as Self-
Discipline 

Discipline; determination; 
motivation 

“And because of the 
resilience and the 
determination of the 
American people”; 
“I believe in being strong 
and resolute and 
determined” 

SF3: Competition Competition is moral and 
ensures success; also the 
importance of trying to 
compete successfully 

“It means having intelligent 
decisions that keep our 
prosperity going and 
shepherds that economic 
strength”; “for America to 
be successful in this region, 
there are some things that 
we’re going to have to do 
here at home” 

SF4: Moral Authority Leaders must should or do 
have the moral authority to 
lead. 

“We’ve got . . . the strength, 
experience, judgment, and 
backbone”; “it’s essential 
for a President to show 
strength from the very 
beginning, to make it very 
clear what is acceptable and 
not acceptable.” 

SF5: Moral Contagion5 Right and wrong used in an 
absolute sense; evil can 
infect moral others. 

“The wrong messages are 
being sent to our youth”; 
“The President is protecting 
our values.” 

SF6: Tough Love Hardship and failure as 
“tough love” are good for 
people; too much help 
harms people. 

“We’re tough. We believe 
in tough love.”; “they are . . 
. strict with those who break 
[the law].”   

SF7: Self-Reliance Advocating personal 
responsibility and 
independence rather than 
government intervention 

“I realized that I had to go 
out on my own”; “I’m going 
to ask the American people 
to understand that there are 
some [social] programs that 
we may have to eliminate.” 

SF8: Other Strict Father Other Strict Father ideas that 
do not fall into the 
categories above 

“We’ve got to strengthen 
our military long term.”; 
“we need to . . . toughen up 
our borders” 

 
  

                                                
5 As no instances of this theme were found in this study, the examples for this category are from Moses 
& Gonzales (2015). 
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Table 7. NP theme coding taxonomy (Moses & Gonzales, 2015) 

Nurturant Parent themes Description Examples 
NP1: Morality as 
Nurturance 

Nurturing others; love and 
kindness 

“we can build that bridge to 
the 21st century, big enough 
and strong enough for all of 
us to walk across.”; 
“making middle class 
families stronger and giving 
ladders of opportunity to the 
middle class.” 

NP2: Responsibility for 
Others 

Helping and providing 
direct care for others as 
moral imperatives, 
especially those less 
fortunate and vulnerable 

“We are more 
compassionate than a 
government that lets 
veterans sleep on our streets 
and families slide into 
poverty”; “Because a caring 
society will value its 
weakest members” 

NP3: Cooperation Working together is moral 
and ensures success. 

“We must strengthen our 
partnerships with Africa, 
Latin America and the rest 
of the developing world.”; 
“it’s important to make sure 
our alliances are as strong as 
they possibly can be” 

NP4: Openness Taking the others’ 
perspective; understanding, 
and openness to new and 
different ideas 

“people who understand 
America and people who 
know the hard knocks in 
life.”; “I know these are 
tough times for many of 
you.” 

NP5: Involved, Responsible 
Authority 

Authority figures have the 
responsibility to be involved 
and instrumental on behalf 
of those with less power or 
authority. 

“I will fight for a clean 
environment in ways that 
strengthen our economy.”; 
“tougher registration laws 
for lobbyists” 

NP6: Other Nurturant 
Parent 

Other Nurturant Parent 
ideas that do not fall into the 
categories above 

“United States must be 
strong to keep the peace.”; 
“I have worked to support 
our country as the world’s 
strongest force for peace 
and freedom, prosperity and 
security.” 
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Table 8. Issue coding taxonomy (based on Deason & Gonzales (2012))  

Topic or Issue Description or Examples 
Budget Balancing the budget, reducing the deficit, cutting spending 
Crime References to e.g. prison conditions and the criminal system, how 

criminal law should be changed, how to deal with juvenile crime 
Defence Military, military spending, national security 
The economy Economic policy; any general reference to such topics as the state 

of the economy; housing crash 
Education Education, schools, teachers, college, students, tuition costs 
Employment Jobs, job training, unemployment 
Energy Energy policy; oil dependence; drilling; alternative energy 
Environment Any environmental issue, except for energy 
Family Families, parents and children, child care costs (not references to 

candidates’ families) 
Foreign policy Relations with other countries 
Government The government in Washington; responsibility of government 
Health care Health care costs, benefits, affordable health care, health 

insurance 
Social programs General reference to social programs; welfare, veterans’ benefits, 

unemployment compensation, social security, Medicare 
Special interests Special interests, lobbyists 
Supreme Court References to the basis on which Supreme Court justices should 

be appointed and how the U.S. Constitution should be interpreted 
Taxes Individual income taxes, corporate taxes, raising or lowering 

taxes 
Terror Terrorists, Al-Qaeda, War on Terror, ISIS/the war in Syria 
The war The war(s) in Iraq and/or Afghanistan 
Other issues Other issues mentioned in the data included abortion, campaign 

finance, civil rights, racial and gender discrimination, drugs, gun 
policy, immigration, pensions, stem cell research, and trade. 

 

5 Results 
 
The results are divided into two subchapters. The first subchapter (5.1) concerns the 

expressions extracted from the corpus with the semantic tags and how well they are 

suited to search a corpus for ideas relating to the family models. The types of 

expressions extracted from the corpus with the selected semantic tags are examined 

and evaluated based on the extent to which expressions extracted from the corpus with 

the Toughness; strong/weak (S1.2.5) tag correspond with SF themes and expressions 

extracted with the Understand (X2.5) tag correspond with NP themes. The second 

subchapter (5.2) shifts the focus from occurrences of expressions to the occurrences 

which are used to convey ideas relating to the family models, i.e. occurrences that were 

classified with either a SF or NP theme. The occurrences of themes will first be 

analysed in regards to their overall distribution in terms of individual SF and NP 
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themes and the issues they are typically used to discuss. The occurrences of themes 

are then analysed in terms of Republican and Democrat use in order to find out whether 

their use in terms of party supports MPT. 

 

5.1 Expressions 
In this section I will examine the type of expressions produced by the selected semantic 

tags (S1.2.5 and X2.5), their distribution, and whether the expressions are used to 

convey ideas that are related to the family model their tags represent. The S1.2.5 tag 

will be referred to as the STRENGTH tag and the X2.5 tag as the EMPATHY tag in the 

following. To assess the extent to which the expressions actually correspond with their 

related model and their usefulness in measuring the presence of ideas related to the 

family models, the expressions are compared with the themes they are used to convey. 

In this section I will only discuss themes in relation to the expressions. The results in 

terms of the themes will be discussed at length in chapter 5.2 below. 

After searching the corpus for expressions tagged with the STRENGTH and 

EMPATHY tags, a total of 856 expressions was found (see Table 12, p. 85). The total 

count of words tagged with either tag when adjusting for tagged MWUs6 was 930, 

amounting to 0.3% of the whole corpus. The STRENGTH tag produced the majority of 

the occurrences making up 60% of all occurrences with 514 instances while the 

EMPATHY tag made up 40% of all occurrences with 342 instances. Because the 

STRENGTH tag was matched with the core source domain of the SF model, I will refer 

to the expressions produced by it as SF expressions and because the EMPATHY tag was 

matched with the core source domain of the NP model, I will refer to the expressions 

produced it as NP expressions. I will examine the expressions produced by each tag 

more closely in the following. 

While SF expressions in the data can be seen as a somewhat reliable indicator 

of SF themes, NP expressions in the data tend mostly to occur in contexts where no 

family model-specific ideas are discussed. Overall, both SF and NP expressions were 

used more to convey themes that match the model they are based on (see Figure 2). 

Between the two groups of expressions, the NP expressions tended to be used more to 

discuss NP ideas over SF ideas (difference of 24 percentage points) than the SF 

                                                
6 Meaning that in the case of MWUs, the number of words making up the MWU were counted 
individually. For example, for instances of “stand up to”, each instance accounts for three words.  
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expressions to discuss SF ideas over NP ideas (difference of 15 percentage points). 

However, SF expressions were predominantly used to convey either a SF or NP theme 

over no theme at all, while over 50% of NP expressions were not used in connection 

with any theme. Thus, the SF expressions were overall most likely to convey SF 

themes over NP themes or no themes at all, while NP themes were overall most likely 

to not convey any theme. I will examine the relationship between individual 

expressions and SF and NP themes in the following. 

Figure 2. Distribution of themes in terms of expressions 

 
 

5.1.1 The STRENGTH tag (S1.2.5) 

Based on the expressions produced by the STRENGTH tag in the data, it is suitable for 

identifying diverse language relating to the SF domain of STRENGTH. The tag produced 

23 unique expressions (see Table 9) and as could be expected based on the tag’s name 

and its description (“[t]erms depicting (level of) strength/weakness” (Archer et al., 

2002, p. 26), most expressions are closely related to the idea of strength (e.g. strong, 

tough, strength, strengthen) and its antonym weakness (e.g. weak, weakness, 

vulnerable, fragile, vulnerability). The other, perhaps less expected expressions, are 

quite closely or straightforwardly connected with the chosen SF source domain of 

STRENGTH (such as strict, stamina, strictly, stand up to, toughen up, look tough, 

resilience). Only one expression, make the men of, does not seem relevant to the tag 

or the SF model.  

Even though a number of unique expressions relating to the SF model were 

found in the data, the distribution of the occurrences between the individual 

expressions is not even. The six most frequent expressions (strong, tough, strength, 

strengthen, strict, and weak) account for over 90% of all instances of the SF tag, while 

the remaining 17 individually only account for 1% of the total at the most. What is 

more, the differences between the most frequent expressions are also notable. The most 
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frequent expression is strong with a whopping 254 instances accounting for nearly half 

(49%) of all SF expressions. The gap between the first and second most frequent 

expressions is notable, as the latter, tough, is used less than half of the time compared 

to strong with 108 instances, accounting for 21% of the total.  

Table 9. Expressions tagged with the STRENGTH tag (S1.2.5, Toughness; strong/weak) 

SF expression Count % of total 
strong 254 49 % 
tough 108 21 % 
strength 49 10 % 
strengthen 33 6 % 
strict 13 3 % 
weak 10 2 % 
stamina 7 1 % 
weakness 6 1 % 
vulnerable 6 1 % 
robust 5 < 1 % 
strictly 4 < 1 % 
stand up to 3 < 1 % 
fragile 3 < 1 % 
toughen up 2 < 1 % 
might 2 < 1 % 
succumb 2 < 1 % 
look tough 1 < 1 % 
sturdy 1 < 1 % 
make the men of 1 < 1 % 
helpless 1 < 1 % 
attrition 1 < 1 % 
resilience 1 < 1 % 
vulnerability 1 < 1 % 
Total 514   

 
 The SF expressions function as relatively good vehicles for SF ideas. Overall, 

15 out of 24 unique SF expressions (63%) are used more to convey SF themes than 

NP themes (see Figure 3). Out of the six most frequent SF expressions that together 

account for over 90% of all SF expressions, 83% are used more to refer to SF themes 

than NP themes. In the following, I will first analyse the most frequently used 

expression (strong). I will then examine expressions which proved to be good vehicles 

for SF themes (weakness, strict, and strength), expressions that were used more 

frequently to convey NP themes rather than SF themes (strengthen and vulnerable), 

and expressions which were mostly used neutrally (stamina and fragile). 

Strong, which is the most frequent SF expression and accounts for nearly half 

of all SF expressions, is used more to convey SF themes than NP themes, but only with 

a small margin. Interestingly, it is in both cases most used to discuss foreign policy 
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issues. When strong is used to convey a SF theme and discuss foreign policy, the 

speaker typically underlines to the importance of strength in international affairs by 

claiming that, for example, America needs to be strong, offer strong leadership, and 

maintain strong borders (5). When strong is used to discuss foreign policy with a NP 

frame, the speaker typically underlines the importance of maintaining and building 

strong alliances with friendly countries (6). 

 

( 5 ) But in order to be able to fulfil our role in the world, America must be 
 strong. America must lead. (Romney, DEB #3, 2012) 
 

( 6 ) I work with allies. I work with friends. We’ll continue to build strong
 coalitions. (Bush, DEB #3, 2004) 
 

While strong is relatively evenly used between SF and NP themes, some other 

expressions are much more reliable indicators of SF themes. Out of the somewhat 

frequent7 individual SF expressions, expressions for which the SF to NP theme ratio is 

the most extreme are weakness (difference of 83 percentage points), strict (differences 

of 77 percentage points), and strength (difference of 53 percentage points). 

Furthermore, both weakness and strict are not used to communicate NP themes at all, 

i.e. they are only used either to discuss SF themes or no themes at all. In turn, strength 

is not quite as saturated as in addition to being used to discuss SF themes 67% of the 

time, it is used in connection with NP themes in 14% and neutrally in 18% of its 

occurrences.  

All of these expressions are used to convey strong and central SF themes. 

Weakness, for example, is in all of its instances used to connotate failure, which 

matches with the idea of strength as good and weakness as bad rooted in the central 

SF metaphor of MORALITY IS STRENGTH. Most instances of weakness are used to refer 

to weakness of America (7) and, in one case, to refer to the weakness of the other 

candidate (8). Strict is most used in connection with issues to do with the law and 

underlines the importance the SF model assigns to rules and obedience. In the data this 

idea is realised in how the candidates discuss that laws are absolute and they need to 

be followed and enforced without question (9). Finally, strength is a good indicator for 

the SF model for the same reason as weakness: it functions as a vehicle for the morality 

                                                
7 Expressions with more than five occurrences, or accounting for at least 1% of all SF expressions. 
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is strength metaphor. Whereas weakness is used to convey the immoral or bad side of 

the metaphor, strength relates to the moral or good side of it. This idea is 

communicated through strength in the data in connection with good, desirable, or 

important qualities of someone (10). 

 

( 7 ) I think they saw weakness where they had expected to find American strength. 
(Romney, DEB #3, 2012) 
 

( 8 ) This is the legacy of Hillary Clinton: death, destruction, terrorism, and 
weakness. (Trump, NAA, 2016) 

 

( 9 ) I think we need to have an attorney general that says if a law is broken, we’ll 
enforce it. Be strict and firm about it. (Bush, DEB #1, 2000) 

 

( 10 ) I wouldn’t be here tonight but for the strength of her character. (McCain, NAA, 
2008) 

 

Even though the majority of SF expressions are used more to refer to SF than 

NP themes, two expressions (strengthen, vulnerable) are used more to refer to NP 

themes. Interestingly, while strong and strength are mainly used in connection with 

SF themes, the related verb strengthen is among the few expressions used more to 

discuss NP themes. In connection with NP themes, strengthen is used to discuss six 

individual issues, out of which it is used in connection with social programs the most 

(37%). In this context, strengthen is in all cases used to convey the idea that the speaker 

will strengthen a specific social program ((11) and (12)) or social programs in general. 

( 11 ) That is why I helped to save Social Security in 1983 and that is why I will be, 
I will be the president who preserves and strengthens and protects Medicare for 
America's senior citizens. (Dole, NAA, 1996) 

( 12 ) And we will keep the promise of Social Security by taking the responsible steps 
to strengthen it, not by turning it over to Wall Street. This is the choice we now 
face. This is what the election comes down to. (Obama, NAA, 2012) 

While this usage of strengthen is not specific to the speaker’s party (Republican 

speakers accounted for 57%, Democratic 43%), it is overwhelmingly more common 

in nomination acceptance addresses (86%) than in debates (14%). Overall, strengthen 

is used slightly more frequently in debates (58%) than in nomination addresses (42%), 

which makes this finding even more significant. The fact that strengthen in connection 
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with social programs is used more in nomination addresses than in debates might relate 

to the importance of social programs to many voters and the differences in the genres 

of nomination addresses and debates. Strengthening social programs is an idea that 

attracts many voters and the stance of a candidate on social programs might even be a 

deciding factor for many disadvantaged Americans, but it is also something that can 

easily be questioned by the opposition by referring to the state of the economy and the 

limited federal budget that is available. It would thus make sense to promote the idea 

of strengthening social programs in the nomination address, but not in the debate as 

the nomination address is a one-way speech given to an audience, whereas the debate 

is an interactive context in which the opposing candidate can relatively easily question 

the economic viability of the idea and would force the other party to provide more than 

mere words in support of it. 

When strengthen is used to communicate SF themes, the two issues it is most 

used to discuss were defence and terror (both accounts for 36%). In terms of these 

issues, strengthening is aimed towards e.g. homeland security and military: 

( 13 ) In the next 4 years, we will continue to strengthen our homeland defenses. 
(Bush, DEB #1, 2004) 

( 14 ) I have a better plan to be able to fight the war on terror: by strengthening our 
military; strengthening our intelligence; by going after the financing more 
authoritatively; by doing what we need to do to rebuild the alliances; by 
reaching out to the Muslim world (…) (Kerry, #DEB1, 2004) 

While strengthen occurs throughout the elections and is used by both Republicans and 

Democrats, interestingly 78% of the usages of strengthen in connection with defence 

and terror come for the 2004 election, which indicates that the usage is connected to 

the themes of that election and might even have originated from the rhetoric from 

either Bush or Kerry. Strengthen is thus more generally used to communicate NP rather 

than SF themes. 

In addition to strengthen, vulnerable is also for the most part used in connection 

with NP themes. In comparison with the other more frequently used SF expressions, 

vulnerable is notable in that even though it was only used in six occurrences, it is not 

used in relation to SF themes at all. It is also noteworthy that while vulnerable is not 

an indicator of SF themes, weakness, which is a similar expression to vulnerable in 

that both can be understood as the opposite of strength, is a strong indicator for SF 

themes in the data as was discussed above. Macmillan defines ‘vulnerable’ as 
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“someone who is vulnerable is weak or easy to hurt physically or mentally” 

(Vulnerable, n.d.). Thus, vulnerable as an expression can be seen as framing weakness 

as a characteristic of someone or something that others need to take into consideration 

when they interact with them and as something that needs to be protected, which fits 

well with the NP worldview. This can be seen in all of the NP usages of vulnerable, in 

which vulnerable characterises children (15), the environment (16), and people, who 

need support. 

 

( 15 ) I started working on welfare reform in 1980 because I was sick of seeing people 
trapped in a system that was increasingly physically isolating them and making 
their kids more vulnerable to get in trouble. (B. Clinton, DEB #2, 1996) 
 

( 16 ) And so this is a reasonable policy to protect old stands of trees and, at the same 
time, make sure our forests aren’t vulnerable  to the forest fires that have 
destroyed acres after acres in the West. (Bush, DEB #2, 2004) 

 

Weakness, on the other hand, can be seen as referring to a quality or state of someone 

or something that makes it less good, which, in turn, fits well with the SF worldview 

and is illustrated by all of the SF uses of weakness illustrated in (7) and (8) above. 

Other expressions that are not used to communicate SF themes are stamina and 

fragile. In comparison with strengthen and vulnerable, the occurrences of stamina and 

fragile differ in that they only occurred as thematically neutral. Neither of the 

expressions has very many occurrences as stamina is only used seven times and fragile 

three times. In this data, stamina is very election and speaker-specific as five of the 

seven occurrences came from Trump in the first debate in the 2016 election (17). 

 

( 17 ) She doesn’t have the look.  She doesn’t have the stamina. I said she doesn’t 
have the stamina. And I don’t believe she does have the stamina. To be 
president of this country, you need tremendous stamina. (Trump, DEB #1, 
2016) 

 

The only other two uses of stamina are from Hillary Clinton as she defends herself 

against Trump. Stamina in this case is not classified as communicating a SF theme as 

the discussion involved around the candidates’ physical ability to serve as president.  

 Similarly to vulnerable, fragile also seems like an expression that could be 

employed in relation to NP ideas even though that was not the case in this data. All 

three instances of fragile discussed the “fragile success” the U.S. has had or the “fragile 
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sacrifice” the U.S. has had to make in the Iraq war and are used by McCain in one of 

the debates in the 2008 election. These uses of fragile did not classify as 

communicating neither SF nor NP themes and considering the nature of the word itself, 

it is not a very likely candidate for communicating SF themes in any case. 

A final note regards to SF expressions concerns the expression tough. Tough is 

used much more to convey SF themes (42%) than NP themes (13%), but it is, with a 

small margin, most used neutrally (45%).  The occurrences of tough resemble stamina 

and fragile in that it is mostly used neutrally, but differs in that it is also used to convey 

both SF and NP themes. When tough was used to convey a SF theme, the ideas are at 

the core of the SF mentality, as illustrated in (18) and (19): 

 

( 18 ) So in my state we toughen up the juvenile justice laws. We added beds. We're 
tough. We believe in tough love. We say, if you get caught carrying a gun, 
you’re automatically detained. And that's what needs to happen. We’ve got 
laws. (Bush, DEB #2, 2000) 
 

( 19 ) I’m going to lead the world in the greatest counterproliferation effort, and if we 
have to get tough with Iran, believe me, we will get tough. (Kerry, DEB #2, 
2004) 
 

‘Tough love’ is one of the cornerstone concepts of the SF model as it emphasises the 

individual’s responsibility for their own actions while “getting tough” highlights 

discipline and punishments as solutions for disobedience and pathways to obedience. 

The instances where tough is used neutrally are mostly cases in which tough is only 

used to express the level of facility of something, which is illustrated in (20):  

 

( 20 ) Social Security is not that tough. We know what the problems are, my friends, 
and we know what the fixes are. (McCain, DEB #2, 2008) 

 

As a result, even though tough is used most as thematically neutral, it also functions 

as a conduit for powerful SF ideas. 

In sum, at the level of individual expressions, over half (63%) of the 

expressions produced by the STRENGTH tag are used more to communicate SF themes 

rather than NP themes. Weakness, strict, and strength out of the more frequent 

expressions are the strongest indicators for a SF theme being discussed, while 

expressions such as strengthen and especially vulnerable are more likely to be used to 

discuss NP themes. Additionally, stamina and fragile are exclusively used in neutral 
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contexts and while tough is used most as thematically neutral, it also proves to function 

as a vehicle for strong SF ideas. 

 

Figure 3. Expressions produced by S1.2.5 vs. themes 

 
 

5.1.2 The EMPATHY tag (X2.5) 
Even though the STRENGTH tag produced more expressions in terms of overall 

frequency, the EMPATHY tag produced more unique expressions compared to the 
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STRENGTH tag with 32 individual expressions (see Table 10). As with the expressions 

produced by the STRENGTH tag, most expressions produced by the EMPATHY tag were 

closely connected with the ideas of understanding or comprehending, as could be 

expected. The expressions produced by the tag can, to the most part, also be interpreted 

as relating to the NP source domain of EMPATHY. Expressions such as understand, get 

it, compassionate, understandable, sympathy, sensitive, sympathetic, and empathy are 

clearly connected with the concept of EMPATHY. Some expressions such as realize, 

make sense, interpret, see, and confusing have clearly more to do with the 

comprehension sense of the tag and do not seem as relevant to EMPATHY at least on the 

outset. Compared to the STRENGTH tag, the chosen tag (X2.5) for the NP model is not 

as efficient and specific in identifying language relating to the NP domain of EMPATHY. 

The distribution among the NP expressions is even more extreme than with SF 

expressions as the most frequent expression understand accounts for nearly 60% of all 

NP expressions with 202 occurrences. The following seven expressions (figure out, 

realize, make sense, interpret, get it, compassionate, and understanding) account for 

30% of the total, resulting in the eight most frequently used expressions accounting 

for nearly 90% of all NP expressions. The occurrences of the remaining 24 NP 

expressions only account for 12% of the total.  

Table 10. Expressions tagged with the EMPATHY tag (X2.5, Understand) 

NP expression Count % of total 
understand 202 59 % 
figure out 21 6 % 
realize 20 6 % 
make sense 15 4 % 
interpret 13 4 % 
get it 10 3 % 
compassionate 10 3 % 
understanding 9 3 % 
understandable 3 < 1 % 
unaccountable 3 < 1 % 
in touch with 3 < 1 % 
sympathy 3 < 1 % 
see 3 < 1 % 
interpretation 3 < 1 % 
misunderstand 2 < 1 % 
sensitive 2 < 1 % 
misunderstanding 2 < 1 % 
confusing 2 < 1 % 
misguided 2 < 1 % 
dilemma 2 < 1 % 
come to grips with 1 < 1 % 
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get the message 1 < 1 % 
bewildered 1 < 1 % 
out of touch 1 < 1 % 
sympathetic 1 < 1 % 
confuse 1 < 1 % 
get a better feel 1 < 1 % 
empathy 1 < 1 % 
understandably 1 < 1 % 
misconstrue 1 < 1 % 
confusion 1 < 1 % 
fathom 1 < 1 % 
Total 342   

 

Overall, 17 of the 32 unique NP expressions (53%) were used to convey more 

NP themes than SF themes (see Figure 4). In terms of the most frequent expressions, 

six out of eight (75%) are used more in connection with NP themes than SF themes. 

In the following, I will first analyse the most frequently used expression (understand). 

I will then examine expressions which proved to be good vehicles for NP themes 

(figure out, compassionate, and realize) and expressions that were used more 

frequently to convey SF themes rather than NP themes (interpret and interpretation). 

Understand, which is the most frequent NP expression accounting for over half 

of all NP expression occurrences, did not turn out to be conducive only to NP ideas. 

Even though it is used much more to convey NP themes than SF themes (33% vs. 

11%), the ideas it communicates are mostly neutral (56%). The instances where 

understand is used to express NP themes range many issues from foreign policy to 

social programs and health care and in many cases relate to the NP values of empathy 

((21) and (22)), co-operation (23), and openness to new ideas (24): 

 

( 21 ) This is one of the most important issues in this election. I want to appoint 
Supreme Court justices who understand the way the world really works, who 
have real-life experience, who have not just been in a big law firm and maybe 
clerked for a judge and then gotten on the bench, but, you know, maybe they 
tried some more cases, they actually understand what people are up against. 
(H. Clinton, DEB #2, 2016) 
 

( 22 ) (…) we’re going to have to change the culture in Washington so that lobbyists 
and special interests aren't driving the process and your voices aren’t being 
drowned out. Well, look, I understand your frustration and your cynicism, 
because while you’ve been carrying out your responsibilities -- most of the 
people here, you’ve got a family budget. (Obama, DEB #2, 2008) 
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( 23 ) It is important for us to understand that the way we are perceived in the world 
is going to make a difference, in terms of our capacity to get cooperation and 
root out terrorism. (Obama, DEB #1, 2008) 

 

( 24 ) And it is absolutely critical that we understand this is not just a challenge, it's 
an opportunity, because if we create a new energy economy, we can create five 
million new jobs, easily, here in the United States. (Obama, DEB #2, 2008) 
 

Figure out in connection with a NP theme is used to discuss a variety of issues, 

the most frequent of which was health care (27%). This is illustrated in (25). 

 

( 25 ) (…) what this is, is a group of health care experts, doctors, et cetera, to 
 figure out how can we reduce the cost of care in the system overall.  Because 
there are two ways of dealing with our health care crisis. One is to simply leave 
a whole bunch of people uninsured and let them fend for themselves (…) 
(Obama, DEB #1, 2012) 

 
In (25), Obama is concerned about making health care more affordable and it is clear 

that Obama is very much against leaving people uninsured and letting them “fend for 

themselves”, which is consistent with a NP worldview to which responsibility for 

others is central. Other issues figure out in connection with a NP theme is used to 

discuss are immigration, social programs, and education, among other things. In 

instances that were not classified as expressing any theme, the use of figure out does 

not relate to any larger idea as illustrated in (26). 

 

( 26 ) If I’m interested in figuring out my foreign policy, I associate myself with my 
running mate, Joe Biden or with Dick Lugar, the Republican ranking member 
on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee (…) (Obama, DEB #3, 2008) 

 

Compassionate is not very frequently employed in the data (10 instances), but 

as it is used much more to convey NP themes than SF themes (50% vs. 10%), it can 

be seen as having potential as a vehicle for NP ideas. Compassionate in relation to NP 

themes is mainly used to refer to approaches to health care and social (27). 

 

( 27 ) We are more compassionate than a government that lets veterans sleep on our 
streets and families slide into poverty; that sits on its hands while a major 
American city drowns before our eyes. (Obama, NAA, 2008) 

 

Three out of the four thematically neutral instances of compassionate relate to 

“compassionate conservatism”. Compassionate conservatism is a term that is used to 
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convey the idea that conservative politics can be used to enhance people’s overall 

wellbeing in a society. It was frequently used by Bush in the 2000 election to 

characterise himself and his policies. Critics of the term claim that it is fundamentally 

hollow and essentially as an oxymoron because it contradicts itself; conservative 

politics by definition is not seen as compassionate but rather as building on the idea of 

individual responsibility. When these usages are considered in their context, i.e. as part 

of political campaign rhetoric, the purpose of which is to persuade voters from as many 

backgrounds as possible to vote for the speaker, the phrase appears as pure rhetoric 

and as a tool to please as many potential voters as possible rather than a true indicator 

of Bush’s values:  

George W.’s description of himself, in the 2000 campaign, as a “compassionate 

conservative” was brilliantly vague—liberals heard it as “I’m not all that 

conservative,” and conservatives heard it as “I’m deeply religious.” (Lemann, 

2015) 

Thus, even though these instances could have been classified as carrying a NP theme 

if interpreted superficially, as with the aim of remaining objective, I made a 

compromise between ignoring the critique and classifying the instances as NP, and 

taking the critique into account and classifying the instances as SF by choosing to 

classify these instances as carrying no theme. 

Realize, in turn, occurs slightly more frequently in the data compared to 

compassionate (20 instances) and while not it is not as saturated in terms of NP theme 

usage, it is still used to communicate more NP themes (45%) than SF themes (15%). 

Realize in connection with NP themes is used across many issues, but typically to 

communicate the idea that individuals should be able to realise their dreams and 

potential (28). 

 

( 28 )  (…) I think it's very important for the American President as well as other 
Western leaders to remind him of the great benefits of democracy, that 
democracy will best help the people realize their hopes and aspirations and 
dreams. (Bush, DEB #1, 2004) 

 

Interestingly, even though the idea that the wellbeing of the individual increases the 

wellbeing of the collective can be traced to the NP model, all instances of this usage 

come from Republican candidates. To a large extent this finding is explained the fact 

that many of these instances related to the so-called American dream. In its core, the 
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idea that people should to be able to realise the American dream does stem from same 

the origins as the NP idea of individual wellbeing, but the concept of the American 

dream as it is commonly understood tends to build on SF notions of self-discipline and 

self-reliance, which form the foundation of succeeding in realising it. The core idea 

behind the American dream is that through hard work anyone can succeed. Many, 

especially liberals, consider the American dream as nothing but a myth, since people 

have different starting points and do not all have the same opportunities. Given this 

background of the concept, it is not surprising that Democrats do not tend to use it. 

Regardless of the actual viability of the American dream in practice and the 

controversy behind the concept, I chose to classify these instances as communicating 

NP themes as the inherent idea of promoting an individual’s opportunity to reach their 

ambitions is so essential in the NP model and as the critique is mainly targeted towards 

the feasibility of the concept, not the idea itself behind the concept. 

 Two expressions, interpret and interpretation, are used more to refer to SF 

themes than NP themes (62% vs. 31% and 67% vs. 33%, respectively). Interpret is 

more frequent in the data compared to interpretation (13 vs. 3 instances), but their 

usages are very interconnected. All instances of both interpret and interpretation have 

to do with interpreting law, predominantly how the U.S. Constitution should be 

interpreted. The discussion concerning the interpretation of the constitution is 

connected to the debate of what the role of the U.S. Supreme Court justices is or should 

be. Traditionally conservatives have supported the strict constructionism approach, 

which entails that the judges’ role is to strictly apply the law as it is written and not 

make any other inferences from it, while liberals have supported the idea that laws 

should be interpreted in the current context. Conservatives often criticise the liberal 

position by arguing that it is the job of the legislators to write the law and the judges 

to simply interpret it and accusing so-called liberal judges of judicial activism, i.e. that 

judges let their personal opinions affect their rulings. Both the conservative and the 

liberal approaches are compatible with the SF and NP models respectively. The core 

idea behind strict constructionism that rules written down in the law need to be obeyed 

no matter what corresponds closely with the SF idea that people need to obey the rules 

set down by the parent/government without question and out of fear for a punishment. 

The liberal argument of interpreting the law, in turn, matches with the NP mentality of 

being open about the rules set down by the parent/government and the idea that the 

child/citizen can always question the rules and be entitled to an explanation. For these 
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reasons instances which drew from the strict constructionism approach were classified 

as having SF themes, while the instances communicating the liberal approach were 

classified as having NP themes. The debate is illustrated in the data when the 

candidates discuss the criteria based on which they would appoint new Supreme Court 

judges ((29) and (30)): 

 

( 29 ) (…) I support the protection of marriage against activist judges, and I will 
continue to appoint Federal judges who know the difference between personal 
opinion and the strict interpretation of the law. (Bush, NAA, 2004) 

 
( 30 ) And in my view, the Constitution ought to be interpreted as a document that 

grows with our country and our history. (Gore, DEB #1, 2000) 
 

Examples (29) and (30) illustrate the two sides of the argument well. Interestingly, 

though not surprisingly, the two approaches are extremely party-specific as all strict 

constructionist arguments resembling (29) are from Republican candidates while 

instances supporting the liberal approach resembling (30) are from Democrat 

candidates. The distribution between the two approaches is not even either as instances 

communicating the conservative approach, i.e. SF themes, are more frequent than 

those communicating the liberal approach, i.e. NP themes (71% vs. 29%).  

In sum, the more frequent expressions produced by the EMPATHY tag do not 

correlate with NP themes as strongly as those produced by the STRENGTH tag do with 

SF themes and only 46% of the expressions are used more to communicate NP themes 

over SF themes. The expressions that are most saturated with NP themes are figure 

out, compassionate, and realize, which can be considered as at least promising vehicles 

for NP ideas. The expressions that tend to convey more SF themes than NP themes are 

interpret and interpretation. Because at least in this data and probably in the overall 

context of political speech in the U.S. these terms tend to be related to the interpretation 

of the constitution and the surrounding debate and as the discussion tends to be 

dominated by SF ideas, the expressions are unlikely to indicate NP ideas.   
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Figure 4. Expressions produced by X2.5 vs. themes 
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5.2 Themes 
In this section, I will analyse the occurrences of both SF and NP expressions that are 

used to convey themes. I will first examine how the themes are used in the data overall, 

before analysing the distribution and use of themes in terms of party. 

Majority of the expressions extracted from the corpus are used to convey a 

theme (see Table 11). Out of the all expressions extracted from corpus, 63% convey 

either a SF or a NP theme. The occurrences of themes are extremely evenly distributed 

between the two groups as SF themes account for 49.7% and NP themes for 50.3% of 

all themes identified in the data. Expressions which were classified as not 

communicating any ideas relevant to the two models account for 37% of all 

expressions. 

The occurrences of SF themes are not very evenly distributed between the 

individual themes (SD8 = 19 percentage points) as the most frequent theme accounts 

for over half (55%) of all SF theme occurrences. The most frequent SF theme in the 

data is Morality as Strength (SF1), which accounts for over half (55%) of all SF theme 

occurrences, and the second most frequent theme is Other Strict Father (SF8), which 

accounts for 27% of all SF theme occurrences. One theme, Moral Contagion (SF5), 

does not occur at all. 

In terms of issues, the most frequent SF theme, Morality as Strength (SF1), is 

used most to communicate ideas relating to foreign policy (36%), ideas not pertaining 

to any specific issue (30%), and defence (13%). When SF1 is used in connection with 

foreign policy, it typically expresses and emphasises the need for American strength 

on the global arena as well as the disciplined and tough manner the U.S. needs to act 

towards other countries ((31) and (32)). In instances where SF1 was classified with no 

issue, it is mainly used in connection with references to the character of a person or a 

group of people ((33) and (34)). When instances of SF1 have to do with defence, it is 

most of the time used to refer to the importance of America staying strong in order to 

defend itself and to emphasise importance of a strong military (35). 

 

( 31 ) The world needs America's strength and leadership. (Bush, NAA, 2000)  
 
( 32 ) But we are also going to have to, I believe, engage in tough direct diplomacy 

with Iran. (Obama, DEB #1, 2008) 

                                                
8 SD = standard deviation 
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( 33 ) It will require a renewed sense of responsibility from each of us to recover what 
John F. Kennedy called our “intellectual and moral strength.” (Obama, NAA, 
2008) 
 

( 34 ) And in those military families, I have seen the character of a great nation, 
decent, idealistic, and strong. (Bush, NAA, 2004) 
 

( 35 ) And unfortunately, that's the kinds of opinions that you've offered throughout 
this campaign, and it is not a recipe for American strength or keeping America 
safe over the long term. (Obama, DEB #3, 2012) 

 

The second biggest group is Other Strict Father (SF8), which accounts for 27% 

of all SF theme occurrences. The instances classified as SF8 convey ideas that clearly 

stem from the SF model, but do not unequivocally correspond with any other SF 

theme. Most these types of instances highlighted the role of government as being 

responsible for protecting its citizens from outside evil (36).  

 
( 36 ) We have a responsibility to protect the lives and liberties of our people, and 

that means a military second to none. I do not believe in cutting our military. I 
believe in maintaining the strength of America’s military. (Romney, DEB #1, 
2012) 

 

Compared to the distribution of SF theme occurrences between the individual 

themes, that of NP themes is much more balanced (SD = 7 percentage points). The 

most frequent NP themes are Cooperation (NP3) (24% of all NP themes), 

Responsibility for Others (NP2) (21%), and Morality as Nurturance (NP1) (20%). NP3 

is mostly used to convey ideas relating to foreign policy (61% of all NP3 instances), 

but in addition to emphasising the importance of cooperation between the U.S. and 

other countries (37), it is also used to highlight the importance of cooperation within 

the U.S. (38). 

 

( 37 ) And what we need now is a President who understands how to bring these other 
countries together to recognize their stakes in this. (Kerry, DEB #1, 2004) 
 

( 38 ) And one of the things I've tried hardest to do is to tell the American people that 
we have to get beyond that, we have to understand that we’re stronger when 
we unite around shared values instead of being divided by our differences. (B. 
Clinton, DEB #2, 1996) 
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Instances of NP2 as well as NP1 are, perhaps not very surprisingly, most frequently 

used in connection with social programs and health care (38% of all NP2 instances and 

28% of all NP1 instances). These instances are used to emphasise the importance of 

providing health care to everyone regardless of their background (39) and providing 

help those who need it (40), for example. 

 

( 39 ) The question is, are people getting health care, and we have a strong safety net, 
and there needs to be a safety net in America. (Bush, DEB #3, 2000) 
 

( 40 ) We need to have a modern system to help seniors, and the idea of supporting a 
federally controlled 132,000-page document bureaucracy as being a 
compassionate way for seniors, and the only compassionate source of care for 
seniors is not my vision. (Bush, DEB #1, 2000) 

 

In sum, majority of the expressions extracted from the corpus are used to 

convey a theme. The occurrences of SF themes are distributed very unevenly between 

the individual themes as Morality as Strength (SF1) accounts for over half of the 

occurrences. SF1 is most used to in connection with foreign policy, ideas not related 

to any specific issue, and defence. Compared to the occurrences of SF themes, the 

occurrences of NP themes are much more evenly distributed among the individual NP 

themes. Cooperation (NP3), Responsibility for Others (NP2), and Morality as 

Nurturance (NP1) are the most frequently used NP themes. NP3 is most used to discuss 

foreign policy, while NP2 and NP1 are used to discuss social programs and health care. 
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Table 11. Theme frequencies 

Theme Raw frequency 
SF1: Morality as Strength 147 (55%) 
SF2: Morality as Self-Discipline 7 (3%) 
SF3: Competition 10 (4%) 
SF4: Moral Authority 19 (7%) 
SF5: Moral Contagion 0 (0%) 
SF6: Tough Love 6 (2%) 
SF7: Self-Reliance 7 (3%) 
SF8: Other Strict Father 71 (27%) 
SF total 267 (31%) 
NP1: Morality as Nurturance 53 (20%) 
NP2: Responsibility for Others 56 (21%) 
NP3: Cooperation 66 (24%) 
NP4: Openness 38 (14%) 
NP5: Involved, Responsible Authority 13 (5%) 
NP6: Other Nurturant Parent 44 (16%) 
NP total 270 (32%) 
SF+NP total 537 (63%) 
None 319 (37%) 
Total 856 (100%) 

 

5.2.1 Republicans and Democrats Overall 

In this section, I will analyse the theme use of Republicans and Democrats. I will first 

survey the overall distribution of themes within the parties and examine whether the 

parties use the themes according the hypotheses H1 and H2 defined in 2.5. I will then 

compare the parties’ use of themes with one another and examine whether the theme 

distributions between the parties are in accordance with hypotheses H3 and H4 set out 

in 2.5. Finally, I will briefly examine the theme use of individual speakers to assess 

how uniform the parties are as groups in their theme use. 

The overall use of themes by Republicans and Democrats support the 

hypotheses regarding the distribution of themes within parties set out in hypotheses 

H1 and H2. As illustrated in Figure 5, Republicans use more SF themes than NP 

themes and Democrats use more NP themes than SF themes. There is a slight 

difference in the degree of preference of one model over the other as Democrats prefer 

the NP model over the SF model somewhat more (63% vs. 37%) than Republicans do 

SF model over NP model (60% vs. 40%).  

Both Republicans and Democrats use SF themes most frequently to discuss 

foreign policy and defence, similarly to what was discussed in regards to SF1 in the 

previous section: candidates tend to highlight the SF idea of strength by referring to 
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the need for American strength in international affairs and by suggesting that the U.S. 

needs to be tough and disciplined towards other countries. These types of uses are 

illustrated in (31) through (35) above.  

Republicans used NP themes mostly to discuss foreign policy, social programs, 

and health care. When Republicans discuss foreign policy through NP themes, they 

emphasise similar issues to what was discussed regards to Cooperation (NP3) above: 

the importance of maintaining strong bonds with ally countries and of international 

organisations being strong. When NP themes are used to discuss social programs and 

health care, Republican candidates talk about the importance of strengthening 

programs such as Medicare or talk about how they understand that the underprivileged 

need support from the government (45). In addition to these issues, Republicans also 

use NP themes to convey ideas that do not relate to a specific issues topic. These 

occurrences have to do with more abstract ideas of empathising with other people and 

their situations and the importance of unity (46). 

 

( 41 ) Our association and connection with our allies is essential to America’s 
strength. We’re the great nation that has allies: 42 allies and friends around the 
world. (Romney, DEB #3, 2012) 

 

( 42 ) I want to make sure that those who are most vulnerable get treated. (Bush, DEB 
#3, 2004) 

 

( 43 ) And does the America we want succumb to resentment and division? We know 
the answer. The America we all know has been a story of the many becoming 
one, uniting to preserve liberty, uniting to build the greatest economy in the 
world (Romney, NAA, 2012) 

 

Similarly to the Republicans, Democrats also use NP themes frequently to 

discuss foreign policy and social programs as well as ideas that do not relate to specific 

issues, but, in addition, they also often use NP themes to discuss the economy. The NP 

frame Democrats use in discussing the economy is realised when, for example, 

candidates talk about the importance of the economy working for everyone and 

criticising the trickle-down or top-down economics model (44).  

 

( 44 ) The key is making sure that the next treasury secretary understands that it’s not 
enough just to help those at the top. Prosperity is not just going to trickle down. 
We’ve got to help the middle class. (Obama, DEB #2, 2008)  
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 In sum, the distribution of themes within parties corresponds with the H1 and 

H2 hypotheses as Republicans use more SF themes than NP themes and Democrats 

use more NP themes than SF themes. In terms of the issues the themes are used to 

discuss, the parties are very similar to one another as the only major difference between 

Republicans and Democrats is that the Democrats use NP themes to discuss the 

economy much more frequently than the Republicans.  I will examine the parties’ use 

of individual themes in the next section, in which I compare the parties’ use of themes 

to one another. 

Figure 5. Parties’ use of themes 
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“tough” and states that he believes in “tough love”, is a prototypical example of this 

usage. As was discussed previously, the concept of “tough love” is central to the SF 

model. Punishment, even in its more severe forms, is seen as a form of love because 

according to the thought system of the SF model, it is something that ultimately 

benefits the individual: the wrongdoing that led to punishment is due to moral 

weakness on the individual’s part and the punishment is incentive to become a stronger 

and, thus, a better person and citizen. Because of this nature of the theme, it is not 

surprising that it was most frequently used to discuss crime. This idea was prominent 

in all the instances classified as SF6 and is at the very core of the SF model.  

SF7 is used across different issues (education, taxes, social programs, energy, 

and the economy) but the basic idea behind all instances is the same: the individual is 

responsible for themselves and their own success. Consider (45): 

 

 ( 45 ) I grew up in Detroit in love with cars and wanted to be a car guy, like my dad. 
But by the time I was out of school, I realized that I had to go out on my own, 
that if I stayed around Michigan in the same business, I’d never really know if 
I was getting a break because of my dad. (Romney, NAA, 2012) 

 

Romney talks about his youth and his path to a successful businessperson and 

highlights the idea that because he did not rely on his father or the business he had 

already established, Romney became the person he did and started his own business. 

By referring to “having to go out on one’s own”, Romney is employing the SF idea of 

self-reliance: it is the individual’s duty to become happy and successful and everyone 

is ultimately responsible for themselves: if one cannot “make it” on their own, they 

only have themselves to blame. All instances of SF7 refer to this idea on some level. 

Both SF6 and SF7 are ideas that are at the core of SF principles, which is also evident 

from their use in the data. In the context of MPT, i.e. that the SF model is seen as the 

foundation for Republican thought, it is thus not surprising that these themes are 

exclusively used by the Republicans. 

The Democrats use of SF themes is highly concentrated on SF1 and apart from 

SF1 and SF8, Democrats do not use the other themes much. Regardless, one SF theme 

is used more by the Democrats than the Republicans, Competition (SF3). Democratic 

usage accounts for a slight majority (54%) compared with the Republican usage 

(46%). As the instances of SF3 are overall quite scarce (10, 4% of all SF themes), this 

result is based on relatively few individual instances and thus even single occurrences 
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of the theme have a considerable effect on the overall.  That being said, there are 

differences in how Republicans and Democrats employ the theme. Members of both 

parties, perhaps unsurprisingly, use SF3 to discuss the economy in the sense that the 

U.S. needs a competitive economy in order to remain in a leadership position on the 

international arena (40% of Republican use, 33% of Democrat use). In addition to the 

economy, the Republicans employ the idea of the importance of competition to discuss 

health care (40%) and defence (20%), whereas the Democrats use it to discuss foreign 

policy (33%) and the war (33%). The Republican use of competition in relation to 

health care in (46) well-illustrates the importance competition holds in the SF model: 

Bush argues that government-sponsored health care, as opposed to private health care 

produced by the market, would destroy the quality of American health care. As he does 

not provide any other reasoning for why the result of government-sponsored health 

would be so disastrous, his claim supports the idea that health care produced by the 

market is automatically better by merit of it being a product of competition. This idea 

of the morality of competition underlines all Republican instances of SF3. 

The Democrats do not use SF3 in this manner. Most of the Democrat uses of 

SF3 have to do with either foreign policy or the war (66%) and even though they do 

employ the inherently SF idea of competition, they primarily use it in reference to 

competing with other countries in the international sphere to uphold American 

leadership. The Democrat uses classified as relating to the economy are also connected 

to this idea (46): competition is not seen as desirable or moral in itself, but it is 

important as a tool of maintaining America’s role as a leader. 

( 46 ) That's what liberals do: They create Government-sponsored health care. Maybe 
you think that makes sense. I don’t. Government-sponsored health care would 
lead to rationing. It would ruin the quality of health care in America. (Bush, 
DEB #2, 2004) 

( 47 ) We have to protect our capacity to push forward what America’s all about. That 
means not only military strength and our values, it also means keeping our 
economy strong. (Gore, DEB #2, 2000) 

 

Regardless of these differences, no clear reason can be found for why 

Democrats used this theme more than the Republicans. It could be that instances 

discussing issues for which the more SF idea of competition illustrated by the thinking 

behind Bush’s claim in (46) is relevant to were not picked up by the method used in 

this paper or that promoting ideas related to the morality of competition are not 
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especially popular for Republican politicians to use in campaign rhetoric. The latter 

reason is supported by the fact that the larger idea behind the morality of competition, 

i.e. that those who succeed deserve it, is something that is not likely to sit well with 

everyone. Withholding from using language that refers to this idea might thus be a 

reasonable strategy when one is attempting to persuade people to vote for them. 

Similarly to the overall distribution of NP themes, Republican NP theme use is 

quite evenly distributed between NP themes. The five most frequent NP themes used 

by Republicans are Responsibility for Others (NP2), Morality as Nurturance (NP1), 

Cooperation (NP3), Openness (NP4), and Other Nurturant Parent (NP6) and together 

they account for 96% of all Republican NP theme uses. Where the Republicans slightly 

deviate from the overall distribution is in terms of Openness (NP4) as Republicans use 

NP4 significantly more compared to the overall distribution and thus, compared to the 

Democrats. I will examine this difference in more detail below. 

Compared to the overall distribution of NP themes and Republican NP theme 

use, Democrat use of NP themes is slightly more concentrated on certain NP themes. 

The most frequent NP themes used by Democrats are similar to the overall distribution 

as well as the Republican use of NP themes as the most frequent themes are 

Cooperation (NP3), Responsibility for Others (NP2), Morality as Nurturance (NP1), 

and Other Nurturant Parent (NP6), which together account for 84% of all NP themes 

used by Democrats. However, Democrats markedly deviate from the overall 

distribution in their tendency to use NP3 considerably more compared to the overall 

distribution, and thus, the Republicans.  

As was stated above, NP themes are quite evenly distributed between the 

individual NP themes for both parties. Regardless of this, there are some minor 

differences in the parties’ use in regards to some of the themes. When comparing the 

parties’ use of individual NP themes to the parties’ overall NP theme use, Democrats 

use Cooperation (NP3) slightly more than the Democrats. There are no major 

differences between the parties in terms of the issues NP3 is used to frame as both use 

NP3 most to discuss foreign policy issues. Instances of this type are similar to what 

has already been discussed and illustrated in (37), for example. The only NP theme 

that is used more by the Republicans than the Democrats is Openness (NP4) (53% vs. 

47%). Both parties employ the theme quite evenly and similarly between a range of 

different issues and no clear reason for this preference could be found.  
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In sum, the distribution of SF and NP themes in parties’ rhetoric as a whole 

largely follow the overall distribution of themes, but there are few significant 

differences. Republican use of SF themes is more evenly distributed among the 

individual themes, whereas the Democrats tend to use SF1 the most with a clear 

margin. In terms of NP themes, there is a notable difference between the two parties 

in the use of Openness (NP4) and Cooperation (NP3) as Republicans use NP4 more 

and the Democrats and Democrats use NP3 much more compared to the overall 

distribution. In order to examine how representative this is of the parties as wholes, I 

will briefly examine how uniform both Republicans and Democrats were in their 

theme usage. 

Figure 6. Comparison of theme usage between parties 
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When comparing the individual party members’ use of SF and NP themes to 

their party’s average, the Democrats are a much more unified group (SD = 3.069) 

compared to the Republicans (SD = 9.47). Figure 7 illustrates each candidate’s use of 

themes as well as the averages of both parties. The size of the bar shows the normalised 

frequency of the use of themes overall while the distribution between SF and NP 

themes is shown as percentages of the overall.  

The most deviant speakers among the Republicans are Bush and Trump: Bush 

uses much more themes overall than the Republican average (difference in normalised 

frequency from the party average = 12.77), while Trump uses much less themes overall 

compared to the party average (difference = -9.81)10. While all Republican candidates 

use more SF themes than NP themes, Trump uses much more SF themes than NP 

themes compared to the other Republicans. Thus, when comparing the ratio of SF 

themes to NP themes, the “strictest father” is overwhelmingly Trump with a NP to SF 

theme ratio of 1 to 5.67 with the other Republican candidates trailing far behind with 

an average ratio of 1 to 1.38 (SD = 0.32).  

Even though the Democrats are quite unified in their overall theme usage, John 

Kerry is an exception. Kerry deviated somewhat from the party average in terms of his 

SF theme usage and in the ratio of SF themes to NP themes. He is the only Democrat 

to use more SF themes than NP themes and with a NP to SF theme ratio of 1 to 1.24, 

he is closer to the Republicans than the Democrats in his theme usage.  

In sum, the Republicans are much less unified in their theme usage compared 

to the Democrats. If Trump was not in the Republican group, their usage would be 

much more unified in terms of the distribution of theme occurrences between the SF 

and the NP group. Bush’s deviating rate of overall theme use also slightly skews the 

Republican average in terms of the number of themes used overall. Because the 

Democrats are, excluding John Kerry, quite unified in their theme usage, the overall 

Democratic use of themes can be seen as relatively representative of the individual 

candidates’ theme usage. Kerry’s SF theme usage does raise the rate of SF themes for 

the Democratic group, but not notably as the normalised average rate of SF theme 

usage of the rest of the Democrats was only slightly lower at 5.22 compared to the 

party average of 6.57. 

 
                                                
9 Thematically used words per 10,000 words 
10 For frequencies, see Table X on p. X. 
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Figure 7. Candidates’ use of themes 
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extent to which the method was useful in identifying language that was used to convey 

ideas or reasoning pertaining to the models and the method’s limitations. 

Semantic tagging proved to be an efficient tool for extracting language related 

to the central source domains of the models, STRENGTH and EMPATHY. Both the tag 

matched with STRENGTH (S1.2.5 Toughness; strong/weak) and the tag matched with 

EMPATHY (X2.5 Understand) produced a wide range of words and phrases, the 

overwhelming majority of which were relevant to the concepts the tags were matched 

with. Even though the EMPATHY tag produced more unique expressions, the 

expressions produced the STRENGTH tag were more relevant to the SF model overall 

as some of the NP expressions clearly related more to the comprehension-related sense 

of understanding rather than its empathetic sense, which would be more relevant to the 

NP model.  

As was discussed in 2.5, extracting instances from the corpus based on 

semantic tags has an advantage over the lexeme list method in that it by default enables 

a more bottom-up and data-driven approach to identifying language compared to 

Ahrens and Yat Mei Lee’s (2009) and Ahrens’ (2011) predetermined lexeme list, 

which results in a more top-down approach to the corpus. Compared to the list of 

lexemes put together by Ahrens and Yat Mei Lee (2009) and Ahrens (2011), the 

expressions extracted from this corpus with the semantic tags are more concentrated 

on a single concept, in this case the source domains selected from each model, 

STRENGTH and EMPATHY. Even though the variety that the predetermined lexemes in 

Ahrens’ method show can be seen as a merit, the fact that only a few of them occurred 

in Ahrens and Yat Mei Lee’s data remains. This method solves this problem as the 

semantic tags by default only extract expressions that occur in the corpus. While this 

method does not result in null usages of the expressions, it has to be noted that, 

similarly to Ahrens and Yat Mei Lee (2009), within both SF and NP expressions, the 

occurrences were distributed very unevenly between the individual expressions. In 

both SF and NP groups of expressions, the most frequent expression accounted for 

around half of all occurrences of the group’s expressions. This is most likely mainly 

due to differences between the general frequencies of different words and phrases and 

thus does not present an issue here.  

While semantic tagging functioned well as a tool for finding language related 

to the source domains of the models, there is no accurate way of measuring the scope 

of a semantic field as discussed in chapter 2. This means that there is no way to ensure 
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that two tags have equal potential to occur in the corpus, which in turn can have an 

effect the results.  

The majority of both SF and NP expressions were used to convey ideas related 

to the model the expression was derived from rather than the opposing model. That 

being said, while SF themes were clearly more frequent in SF expressions than NP 

expressions (44% vs. 29%, see Figure 4, p. 60), the same cannot be said for the NP 

expressions. Rather than NP themes occurring much more in NP expressions rather 

than SF expressions, which would be expected, NP themes occurred only slightly more 

frequently in NP expressions than in SF expressions (35% vs. 29%). This finding in 

terms of the STRENGTH tag and SF expressions is perhaps more surprising and 

significant considering the criticism Ahrens’ lexeme list method has garnered: Degani 

(2016), for example, has criticised Ahrens’ method by strongly questioning how 

politicians could be expected to express their moral values through specific words.  

While Ahrens and Yat Mei Lee (2009) and Ahrens (2011) have not had the 

opportunity to examine the extent to which their lexemes are used to convey ideas 

relevant to the models they signify due to a lack of proper qualitative analysis, this 

finding partly supports the idea that there is in fact a correlation of between language 

derived from central source domains of the models and the models themselves. It has 

to be noted, however, that even though most expressions in this study were used more 

to refer to ideas derived from their respective models, there was a lot of variation. 

Whereas some expressions, such as SF expressions weakness, strict, and strength and 

NP expressions figure out, compassionate and realize, were much more conducive as 

vehicles for their respective models than the average, other expressions, such as SF 

expressions strengthen and vulnerable and NP expressions interpret and 

interpretation, were more likely to convey ideas derived from the opposite model. A 

considerable number of expression occurrences also did not refer to either SF or NP 

themes.  

While classifying the expressions for theme and issue functioned well in 

providing the method with a qualitative element, assigning theme and issue categories 

was not always straightforward. As discussed in chapter 2, the unit of analysis in the 

classifications was the primarily expression itself and, in cases where the expression 

itself did not convey an idea, the necessary context to determine the idea the expression 

was a part of conveying and defining the boundaries for the context based on which 

the expression was to be classified was sometimes challenging. This also sometimes 
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lead to a situation in which multiple expressions were used to convey one idea, 

resulting in essentially one idea being counted more than once. Because these types of 

instances were rare in the data, they did not have a significant impact on the results in 

this study.  

Reliability and reproducibility of results is always a key concern in qualitative 

analysis. Apart from the challenges related to the unit of analysis, there were no major 

issues in coding the expressions for theme and issue and the theme and issue 

frameworks functioned well as categories. As mentioned in chapter 2, there were some 

instances for which multiple issues could be assigned to, but selecting the issue that 

the expression was most strongly used to discuss was relatively straightforward. 

Because there were no major difficulties in coding the expressions for theme and issues 

as the theme and issue frameworks provided clear categories for differences cases, I 

am confident that the results presented in this paper are reliable and reproducible.11 

In sum, the method developed in this paper is somewhat successful in 

identifying language related to the selected source domains of the models. While the 

semantic tags were efficient in identifying language relating to the selected source 

domains of the models (STRENGTH and EMPATHY) from the data, the STRENGTH tag 

(S1.2.5) was correlated with the SF model much better than the EMPATHY tag (X2.5) 

did with the NP model. While the expressions as a whole were only relatively 

successful in functioning as vehicles for their corresponding family models, some 

individual expressions were much more successful indicators for reasoning and ideas 

relating to their corresponding models. 

 

6.2 SF and NP themes 
As both sets of hypotheses presented in chapter 2.5 were confirmed in terms of the 

partisan use of SF and NP themes, the findings of this study support MPT. As was 

hypothesised in regards to the distribution of themes within the parties in H1 and H2, 

Republicans use more SF themes than NP themes and Democrats use more NP themes 

than SF themes. The margin of difference is not extreme, but it is substantial. 

Democrats are slightly more pronounced in their preference. There findings are in line 

                                                
11 Ideally the reliability of the coding procedure would be assessed with a statistical measure such as 
tKrippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2003). As measuring intercoder agreement in this study would 
require very specific definitions for the theme and issue categories used for coding and detailed training 
for the coders because of their unfamiliarity with MPT, undertaking the process here would be very 
impractical considering the resource limitations surrounding this study. 
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with Cienki’s (2004) and Degani’s (2016) findings and partly in line with Ahrens 

(2011), but differ with the findings of Ahrens and Yat Mei Lee (2009). This is 

interesting because, as was discussed in section 2.3.5, both Cienki and Degani used 

highly qualitative methods when they reached their conclusions, i.e. that the speaker(s) 

in their data employ SF and NP ideas according to MPT assumptions, whereas Ahrens 

and Yat Mei Lee (2009) and Ahrens (2011) did not find support for Lakoff’s theory 

with the lexeme list method largely relying on frequency pattern analysis. As the 

findings of this study are based on a similar method to that of Ahrens and Yat Mei Lee 

(2009) and Ahrens (2011) with the exception that the present method included a more 

qualitative analysis, it seems to suggest that the deviating findings of Ahrens and Yat 

Mei Lee (2009) and Ahrens (2011) are at least partly attributable to a lack of qualitative 

analysis.  

The analysis of theme use within the parties revealed that there are no extreme 

differences between the parties in terms of which issues they frame through SF and 

NP ideas. The use of SF themes is issue-wise nearly identical as both Republicans and 

Democrats mostly use SF themes to discuss foreign policy and defence. There is some 

more variation in terms of the issues NP themes are used to discuss as Republicans use 

NP themes mostly to discuss foreign policy, social programs, and health care, whereas 

Democrats additionally often use NP themes to frame discussions on the economy. 

The fact that there are no major differences between the parties in terms of issue use 

suggests that the use of themes is strongly connected to the issue being discussed: SF 

frame is preferred to discuss foreign policy and defence and NP frame is preferred to 

discuss social programs and health care. The selection of SF and NP frame seems to 

thus strongly correlate with issue ownership, which was briefly discussed in section 

2.3.5, as foreign policy and defence are Republican-owned issues and social programs 

and health care are Democrat-owned issues. This is interesting because previous 

studies that have studied the correlation between SF and NP themes and Republican 

and Democrat-owned issues in political adverts have not found a connection between 

them. Because the detailed analysis of the relationship and themes and issues goes 

beyond the scope of this paper, however, this correlation is not investigated further. 

As was hypothesised in regards to the distribution of themes between the 

parties in H3 and H4, Republicans use more SF themes than Democrats and Democrats 

use more NP themes than Republicans. Comparing the partisan use of individual 

themes revealed that there are notable differences in parties’ use of themes. Although 
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SF themes are distributed unevenly between the individual themes for both parties, 

Republican use of SF themes is more evenly distributed compared to the Democrats. 

Thus, even though Republicans and Democrats use SF themes to discuss similar issues, 

Republicans can be said to employ a wider variety of different SF frames. This 

difference in the distribution of SF themes is explained, for example, by how Tough 

Love (SF6) and Self-Reliance (SF7) are used exclusively by Republicans. This is most 

likely due to the fact that both themes are used only to convey SF ideas that are at the 

very core of the SF model, i.e. ideas that Democrats would likely find hard to swallow, 

regardless of the issues the themes were used to frame. The Democrat use of SF themes 

is largely concentrated on Morality as Strength (SF1) and apart from SF1 and Other 

Strict Father (SF8), the other SF themes are not used much. The Democrats do, 

however, use one Competition (SF3) more than the Republicans. While the parties use 

SF3 in slightly different ways, no clear reason for this difference could be found.  

Even though the use of NP themes by both Republicans and Democrats is 

distributed quite evenly between the individual themes, there are also some minor 

partisan differences in terms of the themes. Compared to the distribution of NP themes 

of Republicans, the Democrats’ use of Cooperation (NP3) accounts for a much larger 

share of their overall NP theme use. As there are no real differences between the way 

the theme is employed by the parties, it would seem that Democrats simply use the 

cooperation frame more than the Republicans. The only NP theme that is used more 

by Republicans than by Democrats is Openness (NP4). Because both parties use NP4 

for very similarly over a range of different issues, no clear reason for this difference 

could be found either.  

In sum, as the results of this study confirm the hypotheses based on the core 

claims of MPT, it can be claimed that Republican and Democrat presidential 

candidates employ family model –based ideas and reasoning in a way that supports 

Lakoff’s moral politics theory. These overall findings can be considered as relatively 

representative of the party rhetoric as a whole, especially in the case of Democrats as 

they are very uniform as a group. Even though there is more variation between the 

Republicans, the deviant speakers do not affect the Republican average in an extreme 

way.   
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7 Conclusion 
 

As was stated in the introduction, the aim of this study was twofold. First, it aimed to 

develop a method for identifying family model-based reasoning, which accounts for 

the methodological shortcomings of the methods used in previous studies. Second, it 

aimed to examine whether the language used by Republican and Democrat presidential 

candidates in U.S. presidential elections in 1996-2016 adheres to Lakoff’s moral 

politics theory. 

In terms of the first aim, the method developed in this paper can be said to have 

been partly successful. It accounts for and solves to some extent many of the 

shortcomings of the previous methods used in this type of studies, but it had some 

limitations. While the both selected semantic tags were successful in identifying 

language relating to the models, there were major differences between the individual 

expressions as functiong vehicles for family model -based reasoning. As the 

classifications in terms of theme and issue were relatively straightforward and resulted 

in a deeper understanding into how parties employ family model-related reasoning, the 

qualitative aspect of the method can be said to have functioned well. In terms of the 

second aim, the findings of this study suggest that Republican and Democratic 

presidential candidates in the six U.S. presidential elections between 1996 and 2016 

use family model-based ideas and reasoning in a way that supports some of the core 

assumptions of Lakoff’s moral politics theory.  

The limitations and weakness of this study have to do with the method used to 

analyse the results. As the results of this paper are based on the expressions extracted 

from the corpus with the semantic tags, the findings presented here are based on only 

a part of the corpus. That being said, as I am familiar with the corpus also outside the 

expressions analysed in this study, I am confident in claiming that the overall findings 

regards to partisan differences their use of family model-based reasoning and ideas 

reflect the corpus as a whole. 

In regards to future research, the method developed in this paper could be 

refined. First, as there the tag chosen to represent the SF model performed much better 

in identifying ideas and reasoning corresponding to the model, the tag used to represent 

the NP model here should be replaced with some other tag. Second, as the biggest 

challenge in the qualitative analysis had to with defining the boundary of context used 
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to define the idea the expression was used to convey, the method would benefit from 

a stricter definition of the unit of analysis. Third, considering the differences between 

the individual expressions in their ability to function as a vehicle for SF and NP ideas, 

it would be useful to conduct a small-scale qualitative analysis of the expressions 

found in the corpus and use only expressions conducive to communicating family 

model-based reasoning in the larger analysis. In addition to developing the method, it 

would be interesting to examine the relationship between themes and family model -

based reasoning because the findings here suggested that there may be a correlation. 
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Appendix A: Raw frequencies 

Table 12. Raw frequencies of expressions in terms of tag 

Group 
Conveying a 

SF theme 
Conveying a 

NP theme 
Conveying 
no theme 

Expression 
total 

The STRENGTH tag 228 150 136 514 
The EMPATHY tag 39 120 183 342 
Total 267 270  319 856  

 

Table 13. Raw frequencies of SF expressions vs. themes 

SF expression 
Expressing a 

SF theme 
Expressing a 

NP theme 
Expressing 
no theme 

Expression 
total 

strong 105 (41%) 100 (39%) 49 (19%) 254 
tough 45 (42%) 14 (13%) 49 (45%) 108 
strength 33 (67%) 7 (14%) 9 (18%) 49 
strengthen 11 (33%) 19 (58%) 3 (9%) 33 
strict 10 (77%) 0 (0%) 3 (23%) 13 
weak 4 (40%) 1 (10%) 5 (50%) 10 
stamina 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 7 (100%) 7 
weakness 5 (83%) 0 (0%) 1 (17%) 6 
vulnerable 0 (0%) 4 (67%) 2 (33%) 6 
robust 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 5 
strictly 3 (75%) 1 (25%) 0 (0%) 4 
[stand up] to 3 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 
fragile 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 (100%) 3 
toughen up 2 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 
might 2 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 
succumb 0 (0%) 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 2 
look tough 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 
sturdy 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1 
make (the) men of 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 
helpless 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 1 
attrition 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1 
resilience 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 
vulnerability 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 
Total 228 (44%) 150 (29%) 136 (26%) 514 

 

Table 14. NP expressions vs. themes 

NP expression 
Expressing a 

SF theme 
Expressing a 

NP theme 
Expressing 
no theme 

Expression 
total 

understand 23 (11%) 66 (33%) 113 (56%) 202 
figure out 0 (0%) 11 (52%) 10 (48%) 21 
realize 3 (15%) 9 (45%) 8 (40%) 20 
make sense 1 (7%) 5 (33%) 9 (60%) 15 
interpret 8 (62%) 4 (31%) 1 (8%) 13 
get it 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 10 (100%) 10 
compassionate 1 (10%) 5 (50%) 4 (40%) 10 
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understanding 0 (0%) 3 (33%) 6 (67%) 9 
understandable 0 (0%) 2 (67%) 1 (33%) 3 
unaccountable 0 (0%) 2 (67%) 1 (33%) 3 
[in touch] with 0 (0%) 1 (33%) 2 (67%) 3 
sympathy 0 (0%) 3 (100%) 0 (0%) 3 
see 0 (0%) 1 (33%) 2 (67%) 3 
interpretation 2 (67%) 0 (0%) 1 (33%) 3 
misunderstand 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 0 (0%) 2 
sensitive 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 0 (0%) 2 
misunderstanding 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 2 
confusing 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 2 
misguided 1 (50%) 0 (0%) 1 (50%) 2 
dilemma 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 2 
come to grips (with) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1 
get the message 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1 
bewildered 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1 
out of (touch) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 1 
sympathetic 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 1 
confuse 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1 
get a (better) feel 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1 
empathy 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 1 
understandably 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 1 
misconstrue 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1 
confusion 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1 
fathom 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1 
Total 39 (11%) 120 (35%) 183 (54%) 342 
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Table 15. Theme distribution in terms of party 

  Republicans Democrats  

Theme Raw frequency 
Frequency per 
10,000 words Raw frequency 

Frequency per 
10,000 words 

Raw frequency 
total 

SF1: Morality as Strength 83 5.72 (56%) 64 4.47 (44%) 147 
SF2: Morality as Self-Discipline 3 0.40 (60%) 4 0.26 (40%) 7 
SF3: Competition 4 0.33 (46%) 6 0.39 (54%) 10 
SF4: Moral Authority 14 0.93 (74%) 5 0.33 (26%) 19 
SF6: Tough Love 6 0.40 (100%) 0 0.00 (0%) 6 
SF7: Self-Reliance 7 0.47 (100%) 0 0.00 (0%) 7 
SF8: Other Strict Father 55 3.72 (77%) 16 1.12 (23%) 71 
SF total 172 11.97 (65%) 95 6.57 (35%) 267 
NP1: Morality as Nurturance 23 1.53 (42%) 30 2.10 (58%) 53 
NP2: Responsibility for Others 25 1.86 (43%) 31 2.50 (57%) 56 
NP3: Cooperation 22 1.53 (35%) 44 2.89 (65%) 66 
NP4: Openness 21 1.40 (53%) 17 1.25 (47%) 38 
NP5: Involved, Responsible Authority 5 0.40 (43%) 8 0.53 (57%) 13 
NP6: Other Nurturant Parent 19 1.33 (42%) 25 1.84 (58%) 44 
NP total 115 8.04 (42%) 155 11.10 (58%) 270 
SF+NP total 287 20.01 (53%) 250 17.67 (47%) 537 
None 190 14.16 (59%) 129 9.66 (41%) 319 
Total 477 34.17 (56%) 379 27.33 (44%) 856 
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Table 16. Theme distribution in terms of speaker 

  SF themes NP themes No theme Total 

Speaker Raw frequency 

Frequency 
per 10,000 

words 
Raw 

frequency 

Frequency 
per 10,000 

words 
Raw 

frequency 

Frequency 
per 10,000 

words 
Raw 

frequency  

Frequency 
per 10,000 

words 
Robert Dole 14 6.64 (26%) 11 5.22 (21%) 24 13.28 (53%) 49 25.14 
George W. Bush 69 14.91 (32%) 62 12.89 (27%) 80 19.14 (41%) 211 46.93 
John McCain 24 10.54 (30%) 14 5.67 (16%) 45 18.64 (53%) 83 34.85 
Mitt Romney 32 11.62 (43%) 24 9.44 (35%) 16 6.18 (23%) 72 27.24 
Donald Trump 33 12.36 (51%) 4 2.18 (9%) 25 9.82 (40%) 62 24.36 
Republicans 172 11.97 (35%) 115 8,04 (24%) 190 14.16 (41%) 477 34.17 
Bill Clinton 11 4.99 (20%) 30 14.07 (55%) 9 6.35 (25%) 50 25.41 
Al Gore 13 5.07 (21%) 30 12.87 (52%) 16 6.63 (27%) 59 24.56 
John Kerry 30 11.69 (42%) 24 9.43 (34%) 16 6.79 (24%) 70 27.91 
Barack Obama 34 6.40 (21%) 52 11.47 (37%) 65 13.17 (42%) 151 31.04 
Hillary Clinton 7 4.43 (19%) 19 7.64 (33%) 23 11.27 (48%) 49 23.34 
Democrats 95 6.57 (24%) 155 11.10 (41%) 129 9.66 (35%) 379 27.33 
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Table 17. Issue distribution in terms of theme 

Issue 

Frequency 
of SF 

themes 

Frequency 
of NP 

themes 

Frequency 
of no 

themes Total 
Foreign policy 84 (44%) 65 (34%) 41 (22%) 190 
The economy 16 (20%) 19 (24%) 44 (56%) 79 
Defence 41 (77%) 2 (4%) 10 (19%) 53 
The war 9 (17%) 8 (15%) 36 (68%) 53 
Health care 3 (8%) 19 (50%) 16 (42%) 38 
Terror 9 (28%) 5 (16%) 18 (56%) 32 
Social programs 1 (3%) 22 (71%) 8 (26%) 31 
Government 9 (30%) 9 (30%) 12 (40%) 30 
Supreme Court/constitution 16 (64%) 6 (24%) 3 (12%) 25 
Education 3 (15%) 8 (40%) 9 (45%) 20 
Taxes 4 (20%) 6 (30%) 10 (50%) 20 
Employment 3 (16%) 10 (53%) 6 (32%) 19 
Crime 10 (63%) 3 (19%) 3 (19%) 16 
Family 0 (0%) 8 (89%) 1 (11%) 9 
Energy 1 (13%) 2 (25%) 5 (63%) 8 
Budget 0 (0%) 1 (17%) 5 (83%) 6 
Environment 0 (0%) 4 (67%) 2 (33%) 6 
Special interests 1 (25%) 1 (25%) 2 (50%) 4 
Other 6 (12%) 29 (57%) 16 (31%) 51 
None 51 (31%) 43 (26%) 72 (43%) 166 

    856 
 


